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Clinton:
*ow

...withdraws
unit from Somalia
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

DAVID RAMEYttettg•r & I writs photo

Congressman Tom Barlow discusses possible routes for interstates
69 and 66 at Mayfield's City Hall on Monday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is pulling about 600
Army Rangers out of Somalia,
the White House announced
today.
In a statement, White House
spokeswoman Dec Dee Myers
said the president had approved a
recommendation of Defense Secretary Les Aspin that the elite
fighting unit be removed "within
the next few days."
The White House said the
troops were being withdrawn
because the 3,600 Marines that
Clinton ordered to patrol the
waters off the Somali coast have
now arrived.
"With this force present, the
president has approved the
recommendation of the secretary

of defense that U.S. Army Spe
cial Operations Command elements (Rangers) be returned to
the United States within the next
few days," the statement said.
The White House portrayed the
move as part of the administration's effort to change the focus
of U.S. involvement in Somalia.
"We've shifted the focus of
the mission there from security to
the political track, with some success I think,- Myers told
reporters.
She said that special U.S
envoy Robert Oakley was "mak
ing good progress."
Clinton earlier this month
announced that he was beefing up
the total U.S. force in Somalia
from 4,700 to over 10,000 troops
• See Page 2
STACEY C RCOK. edger & Times photo

Bernice Bennett, 47, Cherry Street, was arrested and charged with trafficking In cocaine. She was lodged In the Calloway County Jail in lieu
of $10,000 cash. The arrest Is the result of a statewide drug roundup by
the Kentucky State Police and local authorities who began rounding up
street-level dealers In Murray and Calloway County early Tuesday morning. Several arrests are expected.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

MAYFIELD -- Tom Barlow continued pushing his
proposed routes for Interstate
69 and Interstate 66 through
western Kentucky Monday at
Mayfield City Hall.
But the group of Mayfield
and Graves County political
and business leaders in attendance had a different route in
mind.
Barlow defended his efforts
to bring 1-69 through the river
counties of west Kentucky,
and 1-66 through Benton and.
Paducah.

Neither of those scenarios
involve Mayfield — and that
ob%iousl irked some of those
in attendance.
One such critic as Mayfield mayor Arthur Byrn, who
questioned why Paducah
should have direct access to
three interstate systems.
"1 think it would be a huge
miscarriage of justice for one
particular area to have three
intersutes running through it,"
Byrn told Barlow.
Barlow wants to take 1-69
and run it through Kentucky

X See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is challenging President
Clinton's foreign policy with an
eye toward restricting his authority to send U.S. troops to Haiti
and other world trouble spots.
"Congress is not meddling ...
Congress has to pay the bills,"
Sen. Richard Lugar, a senior
Republican on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, said today.
"I think Congress has a right
to be heard," said Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., who
wants Congress to give the OK
before U.S. troops could be sent
into Haiti.

ONE-CAR CRASH

Dr. Kurth
makes cut for
Florida job
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
University of Kentucky Chancellor Robert Hemenway and Murray State University President
Ronald J. Kurth are among 19
names submitted to a committee
searching for a new president of
Florida State University.
Kurth, a retired Navy admiral,
came to Murray State in 1990.
His contract, which expires in
July 1994, was not renewed.
Chancellor Charles Reed culled
the candidates from a list of 30
applicants. The selection committee will meet Friday to narrow
the group down.
Others among the candidates
are former Florida House of Representatives Speaker T.K.
Wetherell, former American Bar
Association president and current
Florida State law professor Talbot "Sandy" D'Alcmbertc and
Florida State Provost Robert
Glidden.
Others are Morris Marx, president of the University of West
Florida; and Martin A. Massengale, president of the University.
of Nebraska.

By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press Writer

Clinton was resisting the
pressure.
"The president must make the
ultimate decision," he said Monday as the administration once
again feund itself negotiating
with a single senator to stave off
restrictions on its authority.
"It's an age-old argument,"
Lugar said today on Fox television. "There has to be a check
and balance here and we're trying
to find out where that balance is.
I

Lugar said no one was disputing the decision to put ships off
Haiti and send in additional Marines to protect the embassy, "but
III See Page 3

Woman's Club
will raise
money for park
By DAVID RAMEY
Statt Writer

STACEY CROO$(It.ge & Times phob

Ambulance and rescue personnel from the Murray Fire Department
remove 45-year-old Jerry Eldridge who was injured In crash Monday
night. See Reports, page 2, for more details.

The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board says it needs help —
and is starting to get some.
Park board president Rob Williams pointed out at Monday's
meeting that there are a lot of
things that need to be done to
clean up the park, but the park
board can't afford to do them.
The board wants community
volunteers to take on items like
painting, bathrooms, concession
stands and picnic shelters.
"There are several items that
we need to work on," Williams
said.
And at Monday's meeting, one
group voiced its intentions to
help.
Martha Andrus of the Murray
Woman's Club told the board the
club intends to emphasize the
park over the next two years in a
community improvement project.
"We want to do a major funII See Page 3

SPORTS

MEETINGS

NOTICE

111 Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at city hall.
•Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will meet Thursday at 5.30 p m. in
the hospital board room.
III U.S. Rip. Tom Barlow will be at the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar
St., at 2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 23, for a
town meeting. The public is encouraged
to attend.

•The Almo-Dexter Water District will
flush the fire hydrants at 9 a.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 21. Fhpidents should not
wash clothing at this time.
III Hazel Mayor Bill Hudson has
announced dick or treating hours in
Hazel will be from 5 to 7 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 30

drug arrests
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Several alleged street-level
drug dealers in Murray and Calloway County were arrested early
Tuesday morning by Kentucky
State Police and local officials.
A complete list of all those
arrested was not available at
press time.
However, KSP Trooper Chuck
Robertson said 27 of the 37 warrants issued in the Post 1 region
have been served. Information on
how many people were arrested
in Calloway County was not
available.
The arrests are part of a statewide roundup called "Operation
Fall Harvest," according to
Robertson, public information
officer at Post I. The state-wide
operation is the third of its kind
in the past 15 months
He said the operation is
designed to arrest street-level
dealers throughout the state.
Approximate1/.880 individuals in
Kentucky wiMbe arrested today.
State police at Post 1 and officers from Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Murray Police
Department, Mayfield Police

Department, Paducah Police
Department and the Trigg County
Sheriff's Department began executing 37 arrest warrants at
approximately 7 a.m. in Calloway, McCracken, Fulton Hickman, Lyon and Trigg counties.
Some arrests go back to investigations that began in January,
Robertson said.
A total of 1,341 warrants have
been issued for suspects across
Kentucky. Charges range from
trafficking in marijuana under
eight ounces, a misdemeanor, to
trafficking in heroin, a felony.
According to a press release from
KSP Commissioner Billy Wellman, 882 felony charges and 459
misdemeanor charges have been
filed. There are 214 charges of
selling drugs within 1,000 yards
of a school.
"Operation Fall Harvest" is a
federally funded program that has
cost $174,187. Investigations
across the state have led police
not only to numerous street dealers but also high-level traffickers,
Wellman said.
State wide, many investigations are continuing.

Columbia astronauts
launch into experiments
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Columbia's astronauts
today donated blood, saliva and
urine samples as they began their
first full day of medical experiments on the longest shuttle
flight to date.
The seven-member crew,
including a doctor, a biochemist
and a veterinarian, are serving as
both investigators and test subjects on the I4-day mission to
study how the human body

adjusts to freedom from gravity.
Shortly after being awakened
by Mission Control today, astronauts M. Rhea Seddon, David
Wolf, Shannon Lucid and Martin
Fettman resumed a test of protein
metabolism that will continue
throughout their voyage.
By collecting the astronauts'
body fluids, scientists will try to
figure out why mammals tend to
II See Page 2
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CONTENTS
•Joy Jaeger's field pal wasn't pretty
but it was enough to lift the Los Angeles
Raiders over the Denny Broncos
Monday.
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Peoples First reaches deal with First Kentucky
Aubrey W. Lippert, Chairman of
the Board and President of Peoples
First Corporation (NASDAQ:PFKY),and Dennis W.Kinky,President and Chief Executive Officer of
First Kentucky Bancorp, Inc., announced today that Peoples First
and First Kentucky have entered
into a definitive merger agreement.
Under the terms of the agreement, Peoples First would acquire
all of the outstanding shares of First
Kentucky, and First Kentucky
receive
would
stockholders
1.13597 shares of Peoples First
common stock for each of their

shares of First Kentucky common
stock in a transaction valued at
approximately $18 million. The
reported price for Peoples First
common stock at the close of business on Friday. October 15, 1993
was $40.00 per share.
First Kentucky is the parent corporation of First Kentucky Federal
Savings Bank headquartered in
Central City, Kentucky with offices
in Muhlenburg,Ohio, McLean.and
Butler counties. First Kentucky is
the largest financial institution in its
market area, with assets of approximately $178 million as of Sepern-

To report local news call 753-1916

We look forward to working with
First Kentucky's management
warn."
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Because of inaccurate information from a police report about an
armed robbery in Monday's Murray Ledger and Times, the story
incorrectly said the slogan printed on rings that were stolen from
Bill Moore on Ky. 121 N. Sunday
night said "School of Hard
Knocks." According to Moore,
the words are "University of
Hard Knocks." Anyone who may
have information about this crime
can call the Kentucky State
Police Post 1 in Mayfield.

by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

2,900 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games — $100 Each
ni"'Hap
riOee°
auce_a
• $600 Jackpot — 1511 Number Call
vp
wenre
Cocas;
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each %elk
ctacc,
30 Numbers or Less Pays $2900!
• Letter -11(etansolation Prize • ht.; 01 H- Jackpot. minimum Sloop
• 3 Special Games -- Double Bingo pays 60', 75'4 and 90';

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

— Murray
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There are two new Schwan's men
serving the Calloway County area...
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If we are missing

you or if you
would like service
call 1-800-233-1632
or 759-9701 for
quick quality service.
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American Red Cross

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION - KENTUCKY
Sholoy Co' Executive Director - 1600 633-6335
2009 C Frederica St . Owensboro. KY 42301
Seeks causes. cures and prevention of arthritis through al
research and education Offers support groups and ARTH
medical equipment lending to patients People served FOUNDATION*
289

RiTIS

ROY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scott Okver. District Diwictor - 759 9069
825 Jo* Bryan Rd , Paducah. KY 42002
-Helps instill values and leach young people •ct mike
ethical choices develops physical and personal hInaisit
through carrying, hiking, swimming, held sports and
community IIIIMVICIP People served 650

REPORTS

acvanc•

KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
Oct. 18
• Jerry Eldridge, 45, Rt. 1 Almo, was injured when his car
ran off the roadway and overturned at approximately 7 p.m.
Monday night on Elm Grove Road, approximately four miles
north of Murray. He was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where he is listed in stable condition in the
critical care unit. Apparently, Eldridge, who was not wearing a
Seatbelt, was Southbound when the accident occurred. He
was charged with driving under the influence and having no
operator's license The accident was investigated by Trooper
Steve Humphries
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Best Breakfast In Town!

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PARENTS
ANONYMOUS - 753-0082
Uses sell help methods to assist lamikes in developing and maintaining
positive relationships People served 1.319

•

•

COUPON

Daily Breakfast Special

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
SENIOR CITIZENS
Eric Ketieher, Executive Director 607 Poplar, Sole 105. Murray, KY 42071
Provides educational programs and activities including health recreation, legal issues and fellowship for senior citizens Coordinates local
moats on wheels program People served 1,261

753 0929

Monday-Sunday

NEED LINE

SPOUSE ABUSE HOTLINE AND SHELTER - 759 4050
Provides • 24 hour crisis line crisis Counseling referrals,
cornrriunity education. court advocacy and shelter to victims
of domestic violence and thew children People served 750

CALLOWAY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
t05 E Sycamore Fronded. Murray, KY 42071
759 4141
Provides car• lot homeless animals, pet therapy ar
nursing nomes and teaches animal care Strives to
increase awareness about cruelty to animals and pet
population People served 5,392

GM.WOUTI

This Coupon
Expires Oct. 31. 1993

'1 CO

Pick 3
7-5-6
•

6HONEY6

arrNins• !raining and coneultesood and • spoiduer's bureau People
reved 59

Hwy. 841 North • Murray • 7153-9257

WEST KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTHASENTAL RETARDATION
753.6622
Sycamor• Murray, KY 42071
=sties
Provides a wide range of comprehensive
abuse services Peopi•
mental health. mental retardation and
served 166

COUPON

010=I

TV

substance

4111;
a
/

•".
ma.msevarew 411••••"
- T---

lose protein an weightlessness.
That breakdown leads to
shriveled muscles, an effect that
would hinders the possibility of
long space trips if not
counterbalanced.
Crew members also kept close
track of their body weight and
everything they ate or drank to
help researchers study changes in
kidney functions and the flow of
fluids within the body.
They began the tests just hours
after Monday's belated launch. It
took NASA three tries to launch
Columbia; last week's attempts
were ruined by equipment
failures.
"As you can well imagine,
there are seven very happy people up here," said shuttle commander John Blaha.
The mission is due to end Nov.
1 with a landing at Edwards Air
Force Base in California.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Eggs (any style), Bacon or Sausage.
Includes Southern Style Grits or
Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
Biscuits, Fruit Jelly

ItiarA
RR
VICTIM SERVICES
SERVICES
ca•nor, smith -753.5777
Provides heel services to vicbms of sews'assault a 24-hour crisis line.
and nape antiocece. support groups,self.
sling s.rviees.
c

Ala," Nowatt Program Orreclor 903

FROM PAGE 1
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RAPE
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KENTUCKIANA GIRL SCOUTS
6704
443
Director
Kay lacCoNum, Sef1/1011 Center
711 Jefferson St . Paducah KY 42001
Kelps girls roes 517 develop valves. sett- awareness,
leadership Mulls and community responsibility People

•Columbia..

Must Present

c.)

Provides emergenOestelanCe tor local people needing
help with food. rent, utifitie., temporary shelter, medical
prescnptions and transportation. People served. 1.380

2,137

served .385

MAIN STREET YOUTH CENTER
205 N 4th St , Murray, KY 42071 - 75313336
Provides drug-free, wholesome, supervised environment for teens to
gather with their peers Activities designed-to help youth develop
positive sell worth and quality values People served 250.

Kathie Genry, E'octants, Director - 753-6333
607 Poplar. Suite 104. Murray, KY 42071

Murray.

"There's a little bit of
thorns, but that's what makes
politics politics."

connection with the release last endorsed Clinton's six-month
week of Chief Warrant Officer timetable.
Michael Durant, the helicopter— - - There are -currently
u 600pilot who was shot down but later Rangers in Somalia. The admireleased by Somalia.
nistration sent an initial contin"It reflects developments on gent of 400 Army Rangers to
the ground," the official said. Mogadishu in August. Tt's a confidence-building
Rangers are light infantry
move."
trained to conduct special miliClinton's decision not to pull tary operations in all types of terall U.S. forces out of Somalia rain and weather. The Pentagon
was challenged by some in Con- initially denied that the Rangers
gress, who wanted the troops
were sent to try to capture Somali
withdrawn more quickly.
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid,
However, the Senate last week
but the Rangers' specialized
training includes "snatch" missions against political targets.
The initial unit of 400 Rangers
were sent from Fort Bcnning, Ga.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
France Ray. E•ficutive Director - 759 YMCA (9622)
209 N 121h. University Square. Murray, KY 42071
Provides programs tot all age groups, melt/Ong %MIN
Writ'
citizens' fitness and aquatics. after•school child car•,su
6y camps and youth leadership training People served
or3d7a
rne

CAULOWAY COUNTY 4-H COUNCIL
Jane Steely,(*actor - 753-1452
KY 42071
607 Poplar. Room 206.
Promotes the development of youth into productive.
self directing and contributing members of society People

the ability to send their kids to
Murray State," Barlow said.
"As we reverse these trends
economically, I think you'll
see Murray Stale reap
rewards."
After meeting Monday with
Mayfield officials, Barlow
admitted that he had opened a
political Pandora's box that
could make an already tough
congressional re-election campaign even tougher for the
first-term congressman from
Paducah.
"It had to be done. Too
much in the past, we had legislators that would just sit here
and our people have started to
realize we haven't been really
served," Barlow said. "Just as
the federal government has
just started to bringing problems up on the table — medical, welfare reform — we have
to start bring up these basic
issues in our region, like
where we go with our
economy.

maple m

UNITED WAY MEMBER AGENCIES
42071

Mayfield.
The legislation authorizing
the two interstate routes was
introduced last week, but Barlow said it could take at least a
year to get the legislation
through Congress and three or
four years before exact routes
are decided on.
He promised to continue to
listen to constituents on the
issue;
"I'll be back," Barlow told
the group in Mayfield
Monday.
On Saturday, Barlow will
hold a town meeting in Murray
at the George Wcaks Community Center. Although Murray is not listed as a locator
city on the proposal, there is
the strong possibility that 1-66
could run between Benton and
Murray, according to Barlow.
Barlow also sees benefits
for Murray State University in
the interstate systems and their
proposed routes. "These river counties which
traditionally have sent students
to Murray State University
have been' losing people, losing tax base and haven't had

FROM PAGE 1
— but only as a prelude to withdrawing all the forces by March
31.
"This rotation of forces is part
of the overall deployment that the
maident orda-ed to ensure that
U.S. forces in Somalia are fully
protected," said the White House
statement.
A senior administration official, speaking on the condition of
anonymity, said the decision to
withdraw the Rangers had no

4014Cte4 k44 i42 /Laad
UNITED WAY
of
Murray-Calloway County
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Peggy Wihngton, Executive Director - 753.1421
607 Poplar Room 202. Murray. KY
Provides assistance with *maw
grimy and disaster situations.
training programs in First Aid.
Water Safety and CPR. assistance 10 servicemen and their families
People served 5.063

Peoples First is a mdti-bank holding company headquartered in Paducah, and serving Western Kentucky and the contiguous interstate
area. As of September 30, 1993,
Peoples First had assets of more
than S800 million. In addition to its
lead bank, Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company. Paducah,
Peoples First is the holding company for four other Western Kentucky banks — Bank of Murray,
Murray; Salem Bank, Salem/
Smithland; First National Bank,
LaCenter and First Liberty Bank,
Calvert City/Benton.

•Clinton...

DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
The Murray Ledger I Trams(USPS 336700)

enderson and Charlie Deroush

First Kentucky President Kirtley
stated," We believe our affiliation
with Peoples First will continue our
commitment to our stockholders.
customers and employees and to
providing exceptional banking services to our communities. All of us
are looking forward to our affiliation with Peoples First."

FROM PAGE 1
from Henderson basically
along the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers.
Barlow said the river counties need the economic development that roads bring.
"I've pushed hard for these
roads to go through far western Kentucky, and partically
through the river counties,"
Barlow said. "For decades,
they have been left behind.
And it's affected cities like
Mayfield and Paducah."
And Barlow pointed out that
regardless of the specific route
of the roads, bringing the two
interstate systems to western
Kentucky will benefit all of
the region.
.
"If we get ill& west Kentucky, all of west Kentucky is
going to benefit," Barlow said.
"I think we should look at how
best all of west Kentucky can
benefit from this."
Those in attendance pointed
out that both projects could be
built cheaper thing existing
roads — such _as the Purchase
Parkway, which runs through

our ton%enience No% Offers

For

If the deal were completed
today it would make Peoples
First the states's fourth SI billion
financial institution, "a significant milestone for the company"
Lippert said.

•Barlow...

CLARIFICATION

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

'11.1 '
,I

approval of First Kentucky stockholders and regulatory approval.
Regarding the affiliation.Peoples
First Chairman Lippert stated, We
are very pleased that the First
Kentucky organization will be a pan
of our joint effort to serve the
financial needs of Western Kentucky. We believe that First Kentucky's performance and location
will make a very positive contribution to our effort to serve the region.

ber 30, 1993. After coosummation
of the transaction. First Kentucky
will continue to hold its federal
savings bank charter and will remain headquartered in Central City.
To facilitate the affiliation, First
Kentucky has granted to Peoples
First an option to purchase First
Kentucky shares in certain circumstances. The transaction, which will
be accounted for as a pooling of
interests, is expected to be nondilutive to Peoples First's reported earnings. Consummation of the affiliation, expected to occur early in the
second quarter of 1994,is subject to
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morning when hc got to work,"
Jason Higdon told The Associated Press on Monday.
"Dad took a lot of pride in his
job and he fought for his employees. But about a week ago he
spoke of Mr. Hill and about how
things weren't right with him,"
Jason Higdon later told the Lexington Hcrald-Leader. "We had
no idea it would end like this."
Laurie Viggiano, a Fort Knox
spokeswoman, said she could not
say whether there had been a vacant supervisor's position or
whether Hill had been filling in
for an employee on leave. She
said Hill had returned to his former position within the last
month.
Hill reported to work Monday
morning. The shootings occurred
at least an hour later, Army Lt.
Col. Kevin Kelley said.

By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
News that a temporary promotion
was not extended may have
angered and humiliated a civilian
Army supply clerk so much that
he killed his boss and two coworkers and criucally wounded
two others, authorities said.
Arthur Hill then drove 40
miles from Fort Knox to the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in
Louisville, walked into the bathroom and shot himself in the
mouth with the .38-caliber gun
used in the slayings Monday,
authorities said.
Hill was in critical condition
today. VA hospital spokeswoman
Marla Highbaugh said.
Hill, 53, a retired master
sergeant, and all five victims
were civilian employees at the
Training Support Center at Fort
Knox, which is home of the
nation's gold repository and an
Army tank training center. The
center houses VCRs, televisions
and other supplies used in training and teaching.

Neither Kelley nor the FBI
would release further details of
the shootings. V. David Kohl,
special agent in charge of the FBI
in Kentucky, termed the violence
a spree killing — "walking in,
have some contact with people,
going to one location, killing several people and leaving."
"It wasn't as though he went
on a rampage through the building," Kelley said. "The shootings were in one area of the
building."
Dick Caufield, director of the
neighboring Army Career and

One of those killed was Paul
W. Higdon, 49, of Louisville.
chief of the Training Support
Center, with 30 years' civil service. His son, Jason, said Hill had
Just learned that a 120-day temporary promotion was not to be
continued.
"He found out. I believe, this

Alumni Program Center, said a
training-center employee knocked
on a fire door that had to be
opened from the inside shortly
after the shooting. The employee
shouted "something about shootings," called military police and
quickly left, Caufield said. Caufield had all of his employees
lock their doors.
Caufield said he knew Hill and
characterized him as a "nice
guy."
Jason Higdon said his father
treated all of his employees well.
"The irony of all of it is he'd
fight forever to let his people
keep their jobs through all these
military cutbacks," he said. "It's
ironic ... one of his own
workers."
Kelley said Hill, an Army veteran who had worked at the center for 11 years, had not filed any
grievances and was in good
standing.
Nemec was hit twice in the
chest, and Higdon was shot once
in the chest and once in the chin,
hospital spokeswoman Gayle
lewitt said. Each underwent more
than four hours of surgery.
Highbaugh said Hill entered
the VA hospital and asked directions to a bathroom, but next
stopped at an automatic teller
machine. A shot was heard about
a half-hour later. Highbaugh said.
"He didn't appear nervous, jittery or anything like that," she

said.
She said Hill had been treated
for medical problems at the hospital but never admitted. He was
not under the care of a VA psychiatrist, she said.
A neighbor of Hill's in Radcliff, a community about 10 miles
from Fort Knox, said Hill loved
children and coached youth football for many years.
''He's a good man. He's a
good person. I don't believe
this," Truddy Telfare said.
"Something must have set him
off."
Police said Hill is married and
has three adult children.
Fort Knox houses about 147
million troy ounces, or
12,250,000 pounds, of gold.
Army Pfc. William Lurwick said
the shooting took place about
three miles from the gold
repository.
The base covers about 109,000
acres and has 12,000 civilian and
militar employees.
The other dead were identified
as: Deborah Glenn, 36, of Vine
Grove, a general supply specialist
who had been there nine years,
and Wanda NI, Simmons, 45, of
Rockhasen, a general supply specialist with nine years
experience.
The injured were Roger L.
Saltsman, 50, of Hodgens die, a
materials handler with 24 years'

Bhutto returns to power in Pakistan
ISLAN1ABAD, Pakistan (AP) Nlocen Qureshi said he bailed
— After three frustrating years Pakistan out of near-bankruptcy
on the sidelines, Benazir Bhutto when he took power three months
reclaimed the prime minister's ago and warned the next governpost today in a nation that ment against tampering with a
remains politically divided and package of sweeping economic
reforms to cut government spendeconomically unstable.
The newly convened National ing, boost revenues and raise
Assembly selected Ms. Bhutto by taxes.
"We have set the stage for a
a count of 121-72 over arch-rival
Nawaz Sharif, leader of the con- sustainable economic process, if
servative Pakistan Muslim only the future government follows our policies," he told
League.
Ms. Bhutto, dressed in an reporters.
Ms. Bhutto has said that
Islamic-style white headscarf,
will be sworn in this afternoon Qureshi's reforms have inflicted
suffering on the poor and hinted
for a 5-year term.
On his last day in office Mon- she may roll back some
measures.
day, acting Prime Minister

Her liberal Pakistan People's
Party narrowly won national elections Oct. 6 and is set to form a
coalition government later today.
However, coalition governments in Pakistan have proved
notoriously unstable and the
Muslim League will be a strong
opposition, though Shari( said he
wouldn't try to undermine her
administration.
''We give you Our word that
we will cooperate, and you have
our unconditional support on
everything that we feel is in the
interest of the nation,' Sharif
told Ms. Bhutto in his remarks in
parliament.

Her return to power marks a
personal triumph, but it will be a
sober, low-key at lair compared to
1988, when her dramatic election
victory restored democracy and
unleashed massive celebrations in
the streets.
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Fort Knox is an "open pos.1,—
meaning visitors are not stopped.
Visitors and employees are not
checked for weapons or contraband. Fort Knox officials, how es
er, seJrchid all incoming and
outgoing cars for several hours
after the shootings.
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Few Pakistanis "today believe
their staggering social problems
can be solved single-handedly by
Ms. Bhutto, who vaS educated at
Harvard and Oxford and became
the first woman to lead a modern
Muslim state.
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•Congress...
FROM PAGE 1
an invasion of Haiti in order to
bring back President Aristide is a
different question and I think
very clearly Congress ought to
debate that one and authorize it."
Last week, it was Sen. Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., who sought but
failed to move forward Clinton's
March 31 date for withdrawing
U.S. troops from the longrunning U.N. mission in Somalia.
Clinton sent administration
officials to Capitol Hill late Monday to negotiate with Dole's staff
on an amendment the senator prepared to offer to the fiscal 1994
defense spending bill — a signal
Dole had the votes.
Dole's amendment would
restrict spending for American
forces in Haiti -unless Congress
approves. The only exceptions
would be if U.S. citizens had to
be evacuated, a threat to national
security existed or if the president certified the cost, duration
and goals of the operation.
Dole said his proposal was
consistent with conditions outlined by Clinton last month in a
speech at the United Nations.
"They're not part of any isolationist policy," the senator said.
"They're a recognition that we
need some new ground rules. I
think the president agrees with
that."
Additional Capitol Hill meetings involving Senate Democrats
and Republicans were likely
today, with a vote on the amendment possible.
Dole's proposal highlighted
deep congressional unhappiness
over Clinton's words and actions
concerning Bosnia, Somalia and
Haiti. Democrats and Republicans alike complain that the president has failed to articulate a
clear plan for dealing with global
problems.
Clinton on Monday stepped up
pressure on Haiti's military and
police authorities accused of
blocking the return of deposed
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide,
freezing any possible U.S. assets
and denying them entry into this
country.

The president also indicated
that he would not order troops
into Haiti unless there was a perceived threat to the 1,000 Americans living in the Caribbean
nation, along with 8,000 others
with dual citizenship.
However, he did order six warships patrolling off the Haitian
coast to enforce U.N. sanctions to
move within sight of shore.
Congressional frustration with
the administration's foreign policy boiled over in the form of
three amendments to the defense
bill.
In addition to the Haiti measure, Dole proposed a second
amendment requiring congressional authorization before any
American troops could be committed to Bosnia. A third amendment, proposed by Sen. Don
Nickles, R-Okla., would require
congressional authorization after
March 1, 1994, for placing U.S.
troops under foreign command in
U.N. peacekeeping operations.
On the Senate floor Monday,
the pleas of Sen. Paul Simon, DIll., for restraint on the part of his
colleagues was hardly a ringing
the
endorsement for
administration.
"I recognize that there's kind
of a vacuum and the temptation is
for us to move into the vacuum
and micrornanage, and it is a

great mistake," Simon said.
The amendments left both
Clinton and his secretary of state,
Warren Christopher, expressing
their objections short of a veto
threat, and decrying encroachment of the executive branch's
constitutional rights.
In a letter to Dole and Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell,
D-Maine, Clinton said he was
"fundamentally opposed to
amendments which improperly
limit my ability to perform my
constitutional duties as commander in chief, which may have
unconstitutional provisions and
which, if adopted, could weaken
the confidence of our allies in the
United States."
Christopher strongly criticized
Dole's amendment, saying any
measure "which preconditions
the ability of the president to use
the armed forces is offensive to
the Constitution."
Dole, who supported Clinton
on Somalia, was conciliatory in
tone but still standing his ground.
"We don't want to offend the
Constitution or the secretary of
state," he quipped at a Capitol
Hill news conference. He added:
"We're prepared to work with
the administration if we can. If
we can't, we'll make whatever
changes we can agree on and
then ask the Senate to vote on
it."
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FROM PAGE 1
draiser for the park," Andrus
said.
Basic cleanup and repair items
that are needed to help spruce up
the park are going to have to be
done by civic groups and other
volunteers because the park board
doesn't have the money, board
members said.
A volunteer is needed to help
coordinate efforts to fix up the
park.
The park board wants to complete a picnic shelter restroom
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service; and Judy A. Nemec, 50,
of Radcliff, an office automation
clerk for six years. They were
airlifted to University ot Louisville Hospital, where they were in
critical hut stable condition
today.
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and a maintenance building in the
park, but after looking at the
budget Monday, isn't sure
whether it has enough money to
finish the projects or not.
The discrepancy came up when
board members questioned
whether or not a S7,000 estimate
for sewer and water service to the
buildings includes labor and
material that is being donated by
the city and county governments.
Park director Gary Hohman
was scheduled to check on the
matter today before proceeding.
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ANALYSIS

Congress wanting
foreign policy say
and always has
By DONALD IL ROTHBERG
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With Americans dead in Somalia and
threatened in Haiti, an uneasy Congress is demanding that President Clinton give it a role in deciding where to put U.S. forces at
risk. This new assertiveness reflects a powcr struggle as old as the
Constitution.
Thc fight last week was over how U.S. forces should remain in
Somalia and to what end. This week's confrontation is over Haiti.
Just over the horizon is Bosnia.
All three cases involve placing U.S. forces at risk in places with
questionable relevance to U.S. vital interests.
Clinton said the attempts to limit his ability to dispatch U.S. forces were "of questionable constitutionality and unduly restricted
the ability of the president to make foreign policy."
Even some of the administration's strongest allies on Capitol Hill
,ay Clinton has failed to make a strong case for what he wants to
do in any of the- three trouble spots.
"1 think the president and his team have had great difficulty in
articulating foreign policy," said Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
On the Senate floor Monday, Sen. Paul Simon, D-111., described
the administration as still trying to get its sea legs on foreign
policy.
"I recognize that there's kind of a vacuum and the temptation is
tor us to move into the vacuum and micromanage, and it is a great
mistake," Simon said.
Another voice was that of George McGovern, a leader of the
challenge to presidential decision-making on the Vietnam War
when he was a senator from South Dakota in the 1960s and 1970s.
McGovern said Clinton "almost created an invitation for alternative initiatives on foreign policy by being as ambivalent as they
have been."
The former Democratic senator said that "when an administration is confident in what they are doing and convey that to the
public and the Congress, ordinarily they won't be challenged in the
foreign policy area."
Clinton has been under constant challenge. The latest came in the
form of an amendment being drafted by Senate Republican leader
Bob Dole of Kansas that would require congressional approval to
send U.S. troops to Haiti except for reasons of national security.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher swiftly denounced the
proposal, saying it "would be very serious setback for the United
States as a whole if the president's authority under the Constitution
to act promptly as commander in chief were eroded by Congress."
Christopher's concern is not new. George Washington chafed
over congressional attempts to toughen U.S. policy toward Great
Britain.
When the British seized American ships in the Caribbean in
1794, Congress took the lead, according to Historian Peter Hill at
George Washington University.
''They passed an embargo and threatened to sequester British
funds in this country," he said. "It led to a crisis so serious that
Washington sent a special emissary to London."
The administration also has opened the door to congressional
intervention by falling short of predictable demands that it consult
with Capitol Hill before placing U.S. forces at risk.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said the frustration in Congress was
a result of poor policy than "a lapse in dealing with the
'ongress."
Kerry cited the War Powers Act, Vietnam-era legislation requiring congressional approval for stationing U.S. troops in an area of
hostilities for more than 60 days.
"You cannot put people in harm's way ... without congressional
consent and the consent of the American people," he said.
Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana, a senior Republican on the Foreign Relations Committee, said it was "inexcusable" that the administration had failed to respond to committee requests for "someone just to visit with us about Haiti. ... We have yet to see that
person arrive."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Donald M. Rothberg covers international affairs for The Associated Press.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

"3-

Halloween costuming no treat

The Daily Independent, Ashland:
There are a number of positive things to be said about the news that
for the first three months of the fiscal year Kentucky's revenue is running ahead of what's needed to meet current spending projections:
It's an indication that the state's economy is slowly but surely
improving.
Receipts for July through September are 4 percent greater than during the same period a year ago. Receipts from the individual income
tax and the sales tax are running well ahead of projections, signs of an
improving job market and increased consumer confidence. On the
negative side, revenue from the coal severance tax and the corporate
income tax continue to fall below projections, both troubling trends
ihat indicate the state's economy remains far from robust.
If receipts continue at their present level, the state will be able to
balance its budget without further cuts. ...
Kentuckians should receive their state income tax refunds in a timely manner.
In each of the past two years, the state has met its constitutional
requirement for a balanced budget only by delaying until after the
beginning of a new fiscal year tax refunds owed thousands of residents. In essence, the state used the refunds as interest-free loans to
create a false picture of a balanced budget. If this present trend continues, this unwise practice shouldn't be necessary in 1994.

Throughout my elementary
school days, Kay Williamson was
my best friend, until we got to
that time of year when she
announced what she was going to
be for Halloween. As I recall, she
usually let her news drop as we
walked home from school, and
the exchange went something like
this:
"Oh," followed by a yawn and
a casual toss of Kay's shiny blueblack hair, "my mother's just putting the finishing touches on my
Snow White costume." Or, "Daddy finally figured out how to
carve the shepherd's crook for
my Little Bo Peep outfit."
I remember standing in her
driveway, paralyzed with jealousy. Finally, I'd manage to
croak something on the order of,
"What a good idea!" Then I'd
walk the block to my house muttering, incoherent with envy.
Each year I ended up admitting
in Confession that I coveted my
friend's costume. Fortified by a
few Hail Mary's, I was appropriately penitent until the next
October, when Kay inevitably
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came up v.ith some other breathtaking Halloween regalia.
Unlike Mrs. Williamson, a
seamstress of extraordinary patience and talent, my mother did
not sew. Oh, she could manage a
button or a hem, and could darn a
sock pretty well too, but Halloween costumes were way beyond
her stitchmanship. So in even numbered years I was a ghost..
and in the others, a gypsy —
simple getups that did not require
any sewing at all.
Probably feeling guilty over
her lack of costuming creativity,
Mother allowed me to use the
finest percales in the linen closet
for ghost years. The only problem
was that she did not buy white
sheets; she preferred pastels, so 1

was a blue ghost, a pink, and
even an aqua one once.
Being a gypsy was much better. I was permitted to dig into
Mother's jewelry box and drape
myself with her flashiest bangles
and beads. I wore armfuls of
clanking gold bracelets, along
with her most daring hoop earrings. She even let me try some
of her lipstick once, and blushed
my cheeks with rouge that the
nuns scrubbed off with Twenty
Mule Team Borax when I showed
up that way at school.
No matter what any of us did,
when the girls of St. Francis lined
up for the Halloween parade, Kay
Williamson made us all feel
inadequate. While the rest of us

looked makeshift, Kay appeared
as if she'd stepped right off the
pages of a fairy talc book. With
skin as soft and creamy as rose
petals. her Botticelli face framed
gracefully in wisps of raven
curls, Kay was radiant. Her costumes were resplendent with ruffles and bows. Once her mother
even made a perfect pair of pantaloons, with a flounce at the
ankles, so you could barely see
the toes of her dyed-to-match
satin slippers.
I finally outdid Kay in 8th
grade by wearing a real cheerleader's uniform — belonging to
my older sister — for trick-ortreating. Kay actually envied the
heavy cable stitched sweater with
the big blue "M" on the front. I
even let her try calling a cheer
through my borrowed megaphone, though not without a certain amount of hemming and
hawing first. The shoe felt mighty good on the other foot, but I
have to admit I'd rather have
been a damsel in dainty slippers
than a cheerleader in clunky saddles and itchy woolen socks.

Phillies hero defiant of worship
When Michael Jordan quit, I
suddenly found myself without a
sports hero.
While I admire many athletes for
their skills, it takes more than ability
to achieve heroic stature. There are
intangibles, such as character, dedication, style, flair.
My father explained that to me
when I was just a child. He told me
why the late, great Hack Wilson was
the greatest Cub he ever saw.
"A lot of guys can hit three home
runs in a game," he said. "But it
takes someone special like Hack
Wilson to do it when it is 90 degrees
with high humidity and he hasn't
been to bed in two days and he is
dying from a hangover."
That's why Mike Ditka was one
of my heroes, both as a player and a
coach. Asa player he once slugged a
fan in L.A. who ran out on the field
and intruded on the Bears' huddle.
And as a coach, he was not afraid of
being sued for hurting a sissy
quarterback's feelings.
Dick Butkus, too. When a crybaby opponent accused Butkus of
biting his leg in a pileup. Butkus
said: "Nab. If I really bit his leg,
they'd be fitting him for a wooden
So just when I ran out of heroes,
along came a new one -- John Kruk,
the first baseman for the amazing
Philadelphia Phillies.
Actually, I first became aware of
Kruk when he was a rookie on the
effete San Diego Padres in 1986.
The first time I saw him, I
thought: "I know this guy from
somewhere. But where?" Could it
have been at some rural roadhouse,
where all the local swells wear
coveralls and John Deere caps? Or
maybe a honky-tonk bar that attracts
motorcycle scamps?
One of hi teammates said: "I've
never seen anything that looks like
Kruk. I've never seen anything that

120YKO SAYS

moves like Kruk. I've never seen
anything shaped like Kruk."
But! have. And it came to me. He
was pudgy, unshaven, unwashed
and in need of a haircut. He had a
goofy batting stance, wore a uniform that didn't fit, and he walked
funny.
In other words,a classic Chicago
softball player. All he needed was a
fat wife sitting on a beer cooler and
yelling obscenities at the other
team.
But what was he doing in San
Diego, a city of lean, sunbaked
surfers? If Kruk appeared on a
surfboard, the beach bums would
have fled in terror..
So I wasn't surprised when San
Diego traded him to Philadelphia,
where he has become that city's
most admired citizen since Rocky
Balboa and Frank Rizzo.
Now, with the Phillies making it
to the World Series, the whole
country is getting the opportunity to
see this splendid specimen of athletic wildlife.

In fact, if you watched the playoffs, you got a chance to not only
see Kruk, but his underwear. Few
multimillionimage-conscious
dollar players go through a game
with a gaping hole in the seat of their
trousers.
We're in an age when athletes
whine, pout, sulk, loaf and run to
their agents whenever their fragile
feelings are tweaked.
But Kruk is a throwback to when
athletes played as much for the joy
of the game as they did for the
paycheck.
And when they could talk about
something more than why the general manager should tear up their
week-old contract and give them an
extra million or two.
Because he plays in Philadelphia,
the rest of the country hasn't had a
chance to hear Kruk's observations
on baseball and life. But he's the
best thing to come along since Yogi
Berra.
When he was asked about the
shaggy,unkempt image of the Phill-
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Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
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173A Russell Senate 'Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

ies, he said: "Honest, we're really
not bad people. But you wouldn't
want us in your home."
In another interview, he was
asked about frequent comments by
sportswriters and fans that he appeared to be overweight. He said:
'If a guy works 9 to 5 and he
comes out to a game just to tell me
I'm fat, what kind of life does he
have? He's got to be the most bored
person in the world to pay what it
takes to get a ticket these days and
come out and tell me I'm fat. Write
me a letter. It's cheaper. If he has
trouble sleeping at night because I'm
overweight, he's got to be suicidal.
Besides,two years ago,I was skinny
and had the worst year of my life."
As the story was told in Sports
Illustrated, Kruk was leisurely
smoking a cigarette during one
spring training game gathering.
An angry female fan said: "I'm
shocked. You're a professional athlete and you smoke."
"Lady," Kruk said, "I'm not an
athlete."
He took another puff on the
cigarette and said:
"I'm a baseball player."
One of the best there is, in fact.
And now he has a special role -defending his country's honor.
Last year,the team from Toronto,
Canada, won the World Series.
I have nothing against Canadians.
They are fine people and speak
good English for foreigners. They
also provide high-paying jobs for
migrant baseball workers from the
United States.
But once is enough. The championship should be returned to the
country of baseball's birth.
Kruk and his equally shaggy,
rumpled, wild and crazy teammates
are just the lads to do IL
My prediction: The Phillies in 7.
And let the truck-stop cheering
begin.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Cheerleading Clinic Saturday
A Cheerleading Clinic for all girls. kindergarten through fifth
grade, will be Saturday. Oct. 23, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School Cafeteria. Registration will be from
8:30 to 9 a.m. The cost will be $IO per person with refreshments to
be provided. Participants will perform with the Varsity Cheerleaders during the first quarter of the Senior Night game at CCHS on
Oct. 29. This is being sponsored by Sabrina Bowker and Kelly
Hale, UCA All Star cheerleiders with assistance from CCHS
Cheerleaders. Proceeds will benefit UCA All stars as they travel to
London, England in December. To pre-register call 753-3222 or
753-3063.

Civitan meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 21, at noon at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. President-elect Dr. Bob Lewis
announces that an update on Educational Reform will be given by
Dr. John Guyton of Murray State University. The Civitans invited
interested citizens to attend.

Sip 'n Sew Group will meet
Sip 'n Sew Group of Murray State University Women will hold
its first meeting on Thursday. Oct. 21, at 9:30 a.m. at the Faculty
Club. Wreaths will be shared and those attending are asked to bring
any variety of wreath that they would like to share. Norma Paschall
will be showing how to make corn shuck wreaths, according to
Marie Forrester, hostess. Dues for MSU Women's Society membership are $5 and can be paid Thursday or sent to Barbara Lax at
2220 Edinborough, Murray. All MSU women faculty, wives, or
staff, current or retired, are welcome to attend. Children are also
v.elcome.

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Oct. 21, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Guest speaker will be
Leta Decker, Owensboro, who will talk about "BPW/KY Foundation." All members and interested persons are invited to attend,
according to Faye Rogers, publicity chairman. For information call

Young-at-Heart of St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its
monthly potluck luncheon on Wednesday, Oct. 20, at noon. A Halloween party with special games will follow the luncheon. All
interested persons are invited.

Bethel Fellowship plans services
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Bethel Fellowship Church will have revival services starting Friday, Oct. 22, and continuing through Monday, Oct. 25. The Rev.
Lindsey Browning of Breedon, W.Va., will be the speaker at services at 7 p.m. Special music and singing will be held, according to
the Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor, who invites the public to attend.
The church is located nine miles from Murray on Highway 94 East.

Oaks' ladies plan banquet
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have a golf banquet
and fun night at Sirloin Stockade on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 6:30 p.m.
Each one will pay for her own meal. For reservations call Della
Miller at 753-2721. All ladies of the club are welcome.

CWU party at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will
sponsor a party on Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 2 p.m. for residents of
Fern Terrace Lodge. All women of the churches in the city and
county are urged to attend and to bring finger foods such as candy,
.sandwiches, cookies, etc. CWU will furnish the apple cider. A singing will follow the refreshments.

Flu Clinic will be Thursday
Calloway County Health Center will hold a clinic to give
influenza vaccine on Thursday, Oct. 21, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be a $3 charge to help cover the cost, but Medicare will
pay for those having this service. For information call 753-3381.

Alliance church now at MHS
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two new born adini,,ions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway

follows:

Young-at-Heart plans party

Ion the

Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International
met for a business/luncheon
meeting on Saturday, Sept. II. at
Kenlakc State Park Hotel,
Aurora.
Guest Sue Story, state president, spoke on her.theme for the
year, "Agenda for Action." She
commended members for being
active here and on the state level,
mentioning the fact that the organization is a professional educational organization.
Story challenged each member
to "continue to he a winner."

Home Department will meet

Irvin Cobb Neighorhood Watch meeting will be Thursday, Oct.
21, at 7 p.m. at Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church. All
residents of the neighborhood are urged to attend.
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Pictured at a meeting of Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma were,
from left, Dr. Alice Koenecke, treasurer; Sue Story, guest speaker and
state president of DKG; Millssia Sledd, pres ient; Judy Mull, first vice
president; and Vanda Gibson, recording S.,Cretary

753-7743.

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Oct. 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Lois Sparks will present the
program. Frances Churchill will give the devotion. Hostesses will
be Mary Gertzen, Margaret Taylor, Judy Stahler and Anna Stahler.
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Newborn admissions
Inman baby girl, parents. Carole
and Keith, Rt. 7. Box 803, Murray,
Phillips baby girl, mother, Charlotte
Phillips, Rt. 5. Box 351-6, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs-.- -Diane Louise Johrtsen7--FltBox 89, McKenzie, Tenn . Ms Rebecca L. West, Rt. 2, Box 254, Puryear.
Tenn.;
James F. Williams. At 7, Box 819.
Murray: Willis Pritchett, Rt 1 Box 146
Almo, Ms Shin E. Young, 212 20th
SI , Benton,
Mrs Ma Taylor Rt 4 Box 281.
Benton. Mrs Mary M Steele, 1713
Wiswell Rd , Murray, Sherman Hall
McCuision, 819 North 19th Si ,
Murray,
Freed Tucker, Rt 1, Box 289C, Murray, Mrs. Sarah L Nipper. Rt. 1, Box
431, Hardin, Mrs Mary Dell Morris,
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Mrs. Irene G Lawson P O. Box
646, Calvert City. Robert L Westerman, Rt. 8, Box 715 Murray; Paul A
Lassiter, Rt 4. Box 176. Murray,
Mrs Betty G MacDonald. RI 2, Box
174A, Puryear, Tenn . Mrs Sonja R
Fortenbery and baby boy. 355 Forest
Coleman Rd , Murray
Mrs. Tammy Sue Mason and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 33B, Farmington, Mrs.
Jada Owen and baby girl. AS Mobile
Home Village, Murray,
Mrs. Katie Jane Downing and baby
boy. Rt 2, Box 19, Gilbertsvilie, Eddie
Rogers, At 1, Box 145 Puryear.
Tenn.; Mrs Dixie Palmer. Rt 1. Box
199. Kirksey.

• • • •
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Oct. 16, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wilhoite baby girl, parerils Linda
and Joe, 306 College Cts . Murray
Smith baby girl, parents, Cathy and
Michael, At. 3, Box 256C, Murray.
Bucy baby girl, parents, Mitzi and
Don, 916 North 16th Si, Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Melissa S Cole and baby girl
RI 3, Box 67-43. Calvert City Mss
Marilyn J. Smith and baby girl. Rt 10
Box 152, Benton;

E3t.;wr , ..•,d baby boy.
Mrs
RI 6,
',•;1 Murray Mrs Kathy
F.1 - Fox Meldows.
Sue
r•gene M McClure,
Mufray M's
517 Bk.:Ad St. Murray
Miss (Deena Mare Reeves, 900 ColMurray, Mrs Mary S
dwater Rd
Ryan, 17I5 Wiswell Rd . Murray. Mrs
Perneigia Carrot 308 North 16th St.._
Murray
Hada- Bowden 30 Dyers Hill Rd.
Cadiz. (Jearge Milton Parris, RI 5. Box
796, tika-ray, .tt_ _Mary Flintzer, fit_
10 Box 'O. Benton.
Thomas E Brown, Rt 67. Box 257,
Murray. Mar J in Connor, P0 Box 331.
Sm,thiand Mrs Ruth James Wilson.
305 North S..th St . Murray
Expiration
Mrs Myrtle Wenerick. HCR 75 Box
208V. New Concord.
• • • •
Three new born admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
17. have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Mdam baby boy paarents. Donna
and RL,bert Rt 1 Box 60. Springville,
Term .
Pas,..hall baby g.r1 parents. Lynn
and Darren. Rt 1, Box 21, Almo:
Boy'e baby girl parents. Susanah
and Kr,th 304 South 11th St Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Charlotte M Phillips and baby
girl, Rt 5, Box 351-6. Benton. Mrs.
Carole Marie Inman and baby girl, Rt.
7. Box 803, Murray,
Mrs Kimberly M Jackson and baby
girl. Fit 1, Box 42. Sedalia; Mrs.
Christine B Collins. 3101 Park Place
West. Cairo, III
Miss Lola Dallas, Rt 1. Box 287,
Gilbertsville. Miss Emily Rose Barnett,
Rt 3, Box 357, Murray, Ms. Jerri Lee
Kennedy, P0 Box 291, Cadiz,
Audrey Wilson Simmons, 919 Sycamore St. Murray. Mrs Catherine Jennings. Rt 6. Box 275, Murray: Mrs.
Velma Judel Crutcher, RI 8, Box 650,
Murray:
Mrs Delores M. Sullivan, 402 North
17th St . Murray. Mrs Frances Butterworth 1708 Magnolia. Murray;
Mrs Florence G.-Outland. Rt . 1,
Box 227, Almo, William B. Owen, 1000
Brookview Dr . Benton. Joe W Smith,
P0 Box 131. Murray.
Mrs Anna F Hamilton, At 5, Box
130, Mayfield. Mrs Georgia A Lents.
Box 94, Hardin, Mrs Anna P Shankle,
At 1, Sedalia

The Alliance Bible Church is now holding Sunday services at
Murray High School, 501 Doran Rd., Murray. The church is a
member of The Christian and Missionary Alliance denomination.
Sunday School will meet at 9:15 a.m. and worship service will be
at 10:30 a.m. For more information call the church office at

Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p in./club house.
Quill Lovers/6 p.m /Calloway County
Public Library
First United Methodist Church events
include Stewardship and Finance
Conimittees/7 pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m (Murray City Hall.
Calloway County Middle School Site
Based Council/7:30 p.m /school library.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)!'?
p m "Chamber of Commerce Info/Jeanne.
753-0224 or Linda, 437-4414.
Calloway County Middle School Football ream hosts Graves County/5 p.m.
Calloway County High Echool Boys Soccer hosts One Oak/6 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p m /Chamber of Commerce.
Info:leanne,753-0224.
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Parents Asonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-00112.
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
pm./Ilomeplace Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
pm/American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets
Murray High Schogi events include Girls
Soccer/5 pm and Boys Soccer/7 pm.,
both hosting heath.
Golden Circle Class revival prayer
meeting/6.30 p.m./church
Children's musical auditions for "Babes
in Toyland"/6:30-11 pm./Playhouse in the
Park Info/759-1752
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
SliC meeting/5:30 p.m./school.
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Church Women United party/2
pm fl-em Tenace 1.odge
Murray -Calloway County Ministerial
--Association/K a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
J.N. Williams Chapter of UDC/10
am /Glendale Road Church of Christ
parking lot to go to New Concord and
Paris Landing.
. School Site 1. )
Calloway Counts "0
Council/4
Based D p RI /home i-conornics NOM.
('alluway County Public Library events
include Parenu and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Ladies Gulf Awards banquet at Murray
Country Club/6 p.m.
Oaks Country. Club_event.s_ include . golf
and bndge/9:30 a.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/I1 a.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for
senior citizens' activities.

ened
4 p m /for
a in 27
Weaks CW
ny liOd.
sda,
/ope
terile
senior citizens' activities lob Club at 10
Senior Gulf League/9 s m /Millet
Memorial Golf Course
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism
Reunion Group/7 a m
an Family FelCommittee/noun; Ch
lowship dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Classes
and Singles Support Group/6 p.m CEP
options/6 45 p.m.; Choir/7.30 pm.
Dexter Baptist Church worshipl6-30 pm
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and Missions Groups/7 p.m , Choir
Rehearsal/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Baptist Men, Baptist Young Wttnien, Baptist Women, Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7
p.m.
St. Lee's Catholic Church events include
Young-At-Heart Halloween party and
games after potluck/noon.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Baking Workshop/8:30 am ; ARK/5 pm.
Choir Practice/6.30 pm • Session/7 30
pm.
First United Methodist Church events
include Handbell Choir/4 p m • Youth
Tom Turner Covenant
Club/5 p m
Prayer/6 pm ; Chancel Choir!'? 30 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/
530 p.m.; Praise/6 p.m.; Library open.
Children's Ilandbells/6:15 p.m.. Children's Choirs. Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Business meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/74S pm.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klub,. Bible Explosion. Youth
Bible Study. College Career Bible Study.
and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.. Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ to see
slide presentation by Dr. Kelvin White/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ events
clluedeLa
Bb
ini
ssen pBible Class!') 30 a.m.,
ciaLadies
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 pni
Kirksey United Methodist Youth
meeting/6.30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Siudy(7
pm
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
Study/7 p.m
Overeaters Anonymous/5- 15 pm (Ellis
Community Center.
Open RldIng/5-10p.m./West Kentucky
Expositon Center. Info/762-3125
Women's Center lecture/4 5 - 30
pm /Hester Hall. MSU. Info/762-3016.
Student Art Exhibition by
Eagle Gallery, upper level, MSU.
Weather West Kentucky Museum/open
8.30 a ni.-4 15 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m and I 30
p.m./Ilomeplace; Planetarium Show/11
am. and 2 p.m /Visitor Center.

Jeter starring in movie
clayton Coleman Jew is starring in a movie being made in
Townsend, Tcnn. His grandmother, Marie Coleman of Murray, wife of Clifton Coleman, has
been serving as his guardian for
the past few weeks.
Jeter, 9, normally resides in
Clarksville, Tenn., with his sister,
Nikki, and parents. Norman and
Debra Jew, both graduates of
Murray State University. Clay is
the great-grandson of Eathel Coleman of Lynn Grove.
Jeter is appearing in a CBS TV
Pilot based on the novel, Christy
by Catherine Marshall. Clay plays the role of Creed Allen in the
movie which is expected to lead
to a series. The roll of Christy is
being performed by Kelly Martin
who played Becka on the TV drama, "Life Goes On." Tyne Daly
is also appearing as Miss Alice in

Clayton Coleman Jeter
he was five. He has performed in
several plays at the Community
'Theater. He has also made a couple of commercials. "Christy"
will be Jeter's first network
appearance. It is expected to air
in early winter.

the show.
Clay started his acting career at
Clarksvillc's Roxy Theatre when

SUBSCRIBE!

Our Invitation
To all who are weary and need rest,
to all who are lonely and want friendship,
to all who mourn and wish comfort.
to all who sin and need a Saviour.
to all who know God's love and seek
ways to worship and serve - this Church
opens wide the door, and says in the name
of the Compassionate Christ WELCOME

753-6565.

Murray City School Workshop planned
Murray City Schools will offer a College Preparedness Workshop evening class for Murray High School Students and/or their
parents. Sessions will cover applying to college, essays, financial
aid, scholarships, ACT, SAT, general college informatation, and
will include a trip to Paducah for College Night. For questions or
to register for the class call Jean Bennett, 753-2590, by Friday, Oct.
22.

5.

Christian Singles plan meeting
p.m. at
single,
separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more
information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

Christian Singles Group will meet Thursday, Oct. 21, at 7
800 North 20th St., Murray. All singles, whether always

Fall Portraits

OR

Christmas Portraits

Book This Month & Save '/2 Price Sitting Fee!

UNICEF boxes at places
The orange boxes for donations for UNICEF, a United Nations
children's special fund, are now at Shoe Tree, Yours Mine and
Ours, Holland Drugs, Take-Me-Back Cafe and Duncan's Market.
For more information call Sandra Duncan-Thurman at 753-6425.

753-7050
Dixieland Center fin the Biriver•way)
Chestnut St • Murray

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main Street
Sonday Worship $

%tinny. KY 42071

753-6908
10:10 a.rn. • inquirer's Class 9:1S am.
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SPORTS
'Just Win'

Philadelphia's fate
left up to Jackson
in Series' Game 3
By JIM DONAGHY
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — The Phillies are using another left-hander
against Toronto as the World
Series shifts to Veterans Stadium
for Game 3 tonight.
It's no secret that the best way
to beat the Blue Jays is to pitch
lefties. Toronto was 22-25
against left-handers this season
and lost to Chicago's Wilson
Alvarez, 6-1, in Game 3 of the
AL playoffs.
The Phillies won Game 2 of
the Series on Sunday night, 6-4,
behind left-hander Terry Mulholland. Mulholland gave up three
runs and seven hits in 5 2-3
innings at Toronto as Philadelphia evened the World Series.
In Game 3, the Phillies will
start Danny Jackson against Pat
Hentgcn, who led the Blue Jays
with 19 victories in his first year
as 3 starter.
The Blue Jays were 72-42 this
season against right-handed
pitchers. John Olerud, the major
league's leading hitter at .363,
batted .396 with 20 homers
against right-handers and .291

with only four homers against
southpaws.
Roberto Alomar was a .359
hitter against right-handers and
Tony Fernandez batted .333 compared to .254 against lefthanders. As a team, the Jays hit
.284 against right-handers compared to .265. Toronto also had
121 homers vs. right-handers and
38 against lefties.
Jackson came up big for the
Phillies in Game 4 of the NL
playoffs after the Braves won the
previous two games, 14-3 and
9-4. Philadelphia won the series
in six games.
Jackson gave up one run in 7
2-3 innings and delivered an RBI
single in the fourth inning to put
the Phillies ahead. He doesn't
think Toronto's record against
left-handers makes a difference.
"I know what kind of players
Toronto has, and as far as I'm
concerned, when it comes to the
playoffs and World Series, you
can throw all the regular-season
records out."
Jackson, 31, is no stranger to
II See Page 7

Jaeger's ugly FG lifts
Raiders over Broncos

AP Frio Photo
Denver's John Ehvsy felt the heat of the Raider pass rush all night
long.

By JOHN MOSSIAAN
AP Sports_ Writer
DENVER (AP) — In terms of
style points, Jeff Jaeger gave
himself about a 3.5.
But for Los Angeles Raiders
owner Al Davis, whose just-win
philosophy has become legendary, it was a perfect 10.
Jaeger's 53-yard knuckleball
field goal with 16 seconds left
lifted the Los Angeles Raiders to
a 23-20 victory over the Denver
Broncos Monday night. It was the
Raiders' ninth win in the last 11
games in the series.
It was an ugly kick," Jaeger
said. "It was so low. But it went
through, and that's all that
counts. Let it be as ugly as can be
if it goes through the uprights."
Jaeger's clinching three-pointer
capped a wild fourth quarter that
saw the Broncos rally from a
13-3 deficit to take a 17-13 lead
on two John Elway touchdown
passes in a span of 59 seconds.
Then, just 23 seconds later, the
Raiders reclaimed the lead on
Jeff Hostetler's 74-yard pass to
James Jett.

The Broncos drove for a tying
field goal with 5:33 remaining,
setting up Jaeger's game-winner.
It was Jaeger's third successful
kick of the game following 32and 49-yarders.
'I don't know what's happening to us on field goals," Denver
coach Wade Phillips said. "I
think this is about 17 in a row
that people have made on us. All
kinds of bad kicks just seem to
go through. That last one just
knuckletxilled through there and
made the difference in the
game."
The Raiders (4-2) forged their
early lead thanks to fierce
defense. By the time the Broncos
(3-3) finally scored to make it
13-3 midway through the third
quarter, they had managed just 88
yards of offense.
Elway, who had been sacked
only eight times in his first five
games, was sacked seven times
by the Raiders, led by Greg
Townsend's three and Anthony
Smith's two. Smith raised his
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Kentucky gets
oral commitment
from Miami guard
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Allen Edwards, a 6-foot-5
point guard from Miami
Senior High School, orally
committed Monday to play
basketball at Kentucky next
season, according to his assistant coach.
Edwards averaged 13.1
points, 8.2 assists and 3.1
rebounds in leading Miami
Senior to a 35-2 record and 4A
state title in Florida last season. Gimel Martinez, a senior
center at Kentucky, is a product of Miami Senior.
"He's pretty smooth,"
Miami assistant Mark Baranek
said of Edwards. "He's not
real flashy, but he's really
steady out there on the floor.
"He's a great kid. He's
almost like having a coach on
the court. He's very levelheaded."
Baranek said Edwards
picked Kentucky over Miami,
Florida, Missouri and Boston
College.
Baranek said Edwards has
yet to meet the NCAA minimum requirements on collegeentrance exams.

'Amazing' coaches provide quick fix
Giants,'Skins suffer different fates
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
Lawrence Taylor isn't exactly
a philosopher. But after his
Giants beat the Redskins 41-7 a
week ago, he stated quite concisely the importance of coaches in the NFL:
"It's amazing," he said.
"They lose a great coach and
they're 1-4. We get a great
coach and we're 4-1."
The point remains the same a
week later, when the numbers
are 1-5 and 5-1: Whatever ailed
the Giants under Ray Handley
has been solved by Dan Reeves;
whatever problems the Redskins
had were masked by the presence of Joe Gibbs.
The Giants and Redskins are
only two of the teams that
demonstrate how thin is the line
between what makes a great
head coach and what makes a
great assistant. There are examples in Pittsburgh, Houston,

Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit,
Denver, Phoenix and ...
Just about- anywhere you
look.
Start with the Redskins.
Is their current state — 1-5
and outscored 77-13 in their
last two games — really the
fault of Richie Petitbon, elevated from defensive coordinator? Or did Gibbs hold together
what he knew was a sinking
ship and jump off when the
time was right?
A little of both, with free
agency adding volatility to the
mix.
Petitbon was, without question, a defensive genius, as
responsible as Gibbs for the
three Super Bowl titles in a
decade. The 1991 champions,
for example, started five Plan B
players — rejects, in other
words — on defense.
Yet with the same Petitbon as
head coach, that team has fallen

apart.
Why?
I, Age and injury (which
often are interchangeable).
Mark Rypien, Jim Lachey, Tim
Johnson, Eric Williams and
Charles Mann to name five;
Carl Banks, signed as a free
agent to replace the departed
Wilber Marshall, is 31, in a new
system (4-3 instead of 3-4) and
a step slower than in his Pro
Bowl years with the Giants.
2, Free agency, which cost
Gary Clark, Martin Mayhew,
Jumpy Geathers and (in 3 way)
Wilber Marshall. Mayhew and
Geathers were two of those
Plan B defenders, but they fit.
3, (Perhaps most important)
The loss of Richic Petitbon as
defensive coordinator.
The best head coaches stick
to their speciality and allow
someone else to take the other
• See Page 7

Curry keeping Wildcats under control
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky coach Bill Curry uses practices for what he preaches to keep
his players focused on the season.
The Wildcats, 4-2 overall and
3-1 in the Southeastern Conference, seek their fourth straight
victory when they travel to Georgia on Saturday.
"We're proud of the progress

that our football team has made,"
Curry said at his weekly news
conference Monday.
But he wants his players to
keep everything in perspective
with five games remaining on the
schedule.
"We always want to think we
have it made, but the instant you
think that, you get your teeth
kicked out, especially playing in
this league," he said.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

C C"); KY
P4
FARM
BUREAU
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CALL
753-7020

said. "1 haven't seen any change
in the intention. By that, 1 mean
the level of seriousness of our
players when we get on the field.
"Yet, we're not playing like
robots, which is something we
have been guilty of at times in
the past. Being intense without
being tense is part of the lesson."
In SEC team statistics, Kentucky ranks seventh in total
offense with 349 yards a game,
including a third-best in rushing
with 203.2.
On the defensive side, the
Wildcats are fourth in total
defense with 322.2 yards. They
are third nationally in pass
defense, yielding 11.4 yards a
completion.
Kentucky also ranks first in the
league in turnover ratio with 19
take aways to nine turnovers.
In individual categories, Moe
IN See Page 7
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AP Foie Photo

Head coach Dan Reeves has meant the difference in rebuilding the
struggling Giants of Ray Handley.

Careless Oilers fine Williams
for going AWOL to attend birth

•

HOUSTON (AP) — After Houston's first victory in four games,
tackle David Williams showed up at practice with a box of cigars
— and no paycheck.
Williams missed Sunday's game after being with his wife Saturday night for the birth of their first child. He was docked $125,000
when he failed to take a later flight and suit up for the Oilers'
28-14 victory over New England.
The Oilers gave Williams permission to be with his wife, Debi,
and miss the team's charter flight to Boston.
But Scot Cooper Williams was born at 6:25 p.m. Saturday and
the Oilers say they expected Williams to then make it to Boston in
time for Sunday's noon kickoff.
Williams didn't make it, and general manager Mike Holovak said
Monday that the club won't pay Williams for last week. Williams
also faces a fine and possible suspension, Holovak said.
"Whatever the fine, it's money well spent," Williams said Monday after rejoining the team.
Williams' lawyer, Leigh Steinberg, said Monday night the Oilers
had not formally notified Williams he will lose $125,000. If they
do, Steinberg will file a suit against the Oilers.
"Everybody wants to be with his wife," offensive line coach
Jack Young said. "But that's like if World War 11 was going on
and you said, '1 can't go fly. My wife's having a baby.' You have
to go to work — especially when you get paid like that."

Rated:
A++ Superior

0
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

FREE ESTIMATES
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And Curry said he can drive
that point home during practices.
"Yob can see in about two
minutes if their mind's on something else," he said. "You can
just blow the whistle, remind
them again and start the practice
over. And if necessary, start it
over 10 times. Send them in and
bring them back out at 5 the next
morning.
"I'll be able to get their attention on the practice field, and
that's where we (coaches) make
our living really. And that's
where you prepare. If they are
distracted, and I'm sure there will
be times that they are, then we'll
just have to refocus them and retarget them every time."
Curry hasn't detected any
changes in attitude in winning the
last three games.
"We've talked about breakthroughs and establishing good
habits in the last few weeks," he

ri

#4- 75364703
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Corneli•on

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Grand Classic Tires
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BRIEFS
Family suing outfielders Coleman, Davis

tS
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or a tying
remaining,
ne-winner.
successful
owing 32-

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The family of a 2-year-old girl injured
by an explosive device tossed by New Yost Meu outfielder Vince
Coleman filed suit against him and former Los Angeles Dodgers
outfielder Eric Davis.
The lawsuit on behalf of Amanda Santos alleges battery, intentional infliction of emotional distress, conspiracy to commit battery
and inflict emotional distress, negligence and negligent infliction of
emotional distress.
The Meu said Coleman will never again play for them, and the
Dodgers traded Davis to the Detroit Tigers in Augusi
After a Mcts-Dodgers game July 24, Coleman admitall setting
off the explosive device. He was charged with a felony for illegal
possession of an explosive. Coleman was a passenger in a vehicle
driven by Davis.

Texas A&M back on NCAA hit list
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP) — The NCAA asked Texas
A&M to respond to allegations that at least seven football players
were paid by a Dallas booster for work not done.
Dean Gage, the school's interim president, said Texas A&M will
answer the letter in time for the NCAA infractions committee to
deal with at its next meeting. Nov. 12-14.
Several athletes, including 1992's top rusher, Greg Hill, served
suspensions as a result of the allegations. Hill played his first game
last weekend after sitting out five games. Another player was suspended for the year, and three others were suspended for shorter
periods.
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•Philadelphia's fate...
Royals.
Hentgen (19-9) is quite a contrast to Jackson, making his second start in the postseason this
year. He wasn't supposed to be
the top winner on a staff with
Dave Stewart, Jack Morris and
Juan Guzman.
We wouldn't be here if it
wasn't for Pat," manager Cito
Gaston said. "He was our most
consistent pitcher all year."

•Jaeger's ugly...
the plays when we needed
them."
Elway's 27-yard scoring pass
to Arthur Marshall with 11:47
left got the Broncos within 13-10.
On the next play from scrimmage, Hostetler fumbled the snap
and Denver nose tackle Greg
Kragen recovered at the 5. Two
plays later Elway hit tight end
Reggie Johnson on a 2-yard TD
pass with 10:48 left.
But the Broncos couldn't maintain their momentum. Hostetler,
spying the speedy Jett covered by
a linebacker, hit the Olympic
sprinter near midfield, and Jett
scored untouched with 10:25 to
go for a 20-17 advantage.

•Curry keeping...

sing the

is

)irth

FROM PAGE 6
Williams is eighth overall and
first among freshmen in rushing
with 73 yards a game.
"I don't want to stack the
weight of the world on his shoulders, but he's special," Curry
said of his prized tailback from
Columbus, Ga.
Williams rushed for 106 yards
in last Saturday's 35-17 victory
over LSU, becoming the first
freshman since Mark Higgs to
rush for more than 100 yards in

two games. He also ran for 109
yards in the second game of the
season against Florida.
Pookie Jones is eighth in passing with a 125.0 rating points. He
has completed 50 of 93 passes for
687 yards and five touchdowns
and has been intercepted four
times.
Senior strong safety Marcus
Jenkins is first in the league and
second nationally with 1.0 interception a game.
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has weans that Bill Parcells
didn't in Mike Sherrard and
Mark Jackson, which opens up
the passing game when its
needed.
Meanwhile, he's turned over
the defense to Mike Nolan,
who's the same age as Taylor
and relates a lot better to his
young players than Rod Rust,
the 60-year-old coordinator
under Ray Handley.
Moreover, unlike Bill Parcells in the Giants' Super Bowl
years, Reeves will throw in
young legs. Third -year linebacker Corey Miller may be
headed for the Pro Bowl and
the other contributing youngsters include second-year men
Phillippi Sparks, Stacey Dillard,
Aaron Pierce, Keith Hamilton
and Corey Raymond; and rookies Marcus Buckley, Jessie

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"Au

933-9629

tAMIS

•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, IllinoH

PRO FOOTBALL

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
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Armstead, Mike Strahan and
Kenyon Rasheed.
"You've noticed we have
more speed on defense?" general manager George Young
asks sardonnically.
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first two by reinvigorating some
of the elderly defenders
(Richard Dent and Steve McMichael) and mixing them with
younger veterans like Chris
Zorich, Trace Armstrong, Donnell Woolford and Mark
Carrier.
Wannstedt's theory is simple:
if the defense is good, the
offense takes cate of itself, particularly in the mediocrity of
the NFC Central.
All of which proves the same
point — you have to be lucky
to get 3 head coaching job in
the NFL.

Two examples to complete
the circle:
1, Denver, where the players
are delighted that taskmaster
Reeves has given way to Wade
Phillips. Happiest is John
Elway, who has replaced
Reeves as offensive coordinator
(don't laugh, it's true)
2. Houston, where there are
three coaches: Buddy Ryan
(defense). Kevin Gilbride
(offense) and Jack Pardee
(?????????????)
And finally. there's Chicago,
where Dave Wannstedt has won
three straight after losing his

But when you get it. you
sometimes have - to remember
two things:
1, You can't do everything.
2, You need players.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Completely Erected,Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pro Fob. Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE

FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete Floor
reinforced WIth
Will mesh
t 12'footing
C. Polyurethan
under concrete
O.Anchor bolts In
concrete
E Treated
bottom pates
F. at studs, 16'0C
O. vie- glandes
undersding
14 %Korth*, wood or vinyl r.d.rg

I Self supporting 2x11
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0_c.
J. 1/2- plywood
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rigcioirl
h eng
L
K Or
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"
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M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
iacovered
0.a
blum
e fansucm
P. 23110 headers
0.4.4 maid curb

We offer you: FREE Esimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, and Written Warranty.
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with hardboard siding
1,11 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'/: CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'/: CAR (24x30)

vinyl sIdIng
Deluxe Models
$3,325
CAR (12'20)
$3,725
$4,025
$4,425
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825
$4,525
$4,925
VI: CAR (24x24)
$5,025
LARGE 21,1 CAR (24x30) $5.525

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

INDOOR/OUTDOOR SAVINGS!
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1" x 25' Power Tape Rule
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 75341627
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side — Rod Dowhowner and
Jim Hanifan. both former head
coaches, remain to run the
offense. But Petitbon has stuck
his hand in, too, it hasn't worked and meanwhile, the defense
deteriorates.
That's one of the problems in
Cleveland, where Bill Bellchick, a defensive specialist,
has also tried to put his stamp
on the offense. The result is
quarterback confusion — Bellchick doesn't think Bernie
Kosar's arm is strong enough,
so the S27 million man is on the
bench.
Reeves, on the other hand, is
successful because he gives up
half his team, at least
strategically.
He runs the Giants' offense,
which looks a lot like the old
Giants — run, run, run. But he

(next to Canlar; 21)

.FROM PAGE 6
NFL-leading sack total to 10.
"They got quite a bit of pressure on me," Elway said. "I
knew they were good, but I
didn't know they were that
good."
"The pass rush really was a
big difference," Broncos linebacker Karl Mecklenburg said.
"Their defense had a great pass
rush. Ours didn't get any."
Hostetler was sacked just
twice.
"I think our defense did a
great job of pressuring Elway,"
Raider coach Art Shell said. "If
you don't pressure him, he will
hurt you. And our offense made

,ito Photo

FROM PAGE 6

'See me tor al your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St. Murray

FROM PAGE 6
the postseason, helping four different teams make it to the playoffs or World Series — Kansas
City, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and
the Phillies. He was 12-11 this
season with a 3.77 ERA.
For Jackson to be effective he
needs good movement on his
pitches, mostly down. He no longer has the same velocity showed
at the start of his career with the
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Soft White Light Bulk
Choose long- last
for soft, bright iIlt
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ADVANCES IN CANCER TREATMENT

299

Hardware

presented by

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi, Medical Oncologist

39 Gallon
Extra Large Trash Bags
30 heavy duly leakproof trash
bags on easy iear-off roll has 7.1

Saturday, November 6
8:30 a.m. - 9•30 &m.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
reistration is required. Call (512)762-1384
by noon Thursday, Nov.4. All Saturday Seminars
are free and open to the public. Contact hours are
awarded to healthcare professionals who attend.

477
30" Lawn Rake
Features 30 lines, lightweight poly head,
handle mt two

and 48" hardwood
417

UPcomins 1993-94 SATURDAY SHAMAN
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le‘ele

3201 Part Ave.(US 60)
Paducah, KY
444-6632

Dec. 11 - Infertility & Contracepdon
Dr. Siephen K.lie& OSCYN
Feb. 19 - Serums and Their Treatment
Dr. Jon Gustafson, Neurologist
Mar. 5 Menopause
Dr. Stephen K. Kok OSIGYN
Apr. 30 - Let's Talt About Your Medications
Mike Pipkin, Thermacist

MUBBAYSALLOWSWEIIIIMITAL
1103 Pmts.Street•Illerrry,liesaidty 42071•(5112)712-IISS

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Mau at:

rilURqAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

208 E. Main

. 753-3361
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Students In Becky Robertson and Tammy Bennett's class at Southwest
Elementary have been studying the thematic unit of Discover Me. They
celebrated the conclusion of the unit with a talent show. Pictured are:
Whitney Hendon, Lauren Nance, Kelly Scott and Ashley Edwards.
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Fifth grade students at East Calloway Elementary are taking a new look
at the world through the eyes of endangered animals. Amy Todd and
Brady Harris are members of Maxine Pool's thematics unit. They are
locating the homelands of various endangered animals.
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Student teacher Heather Filmset and Carter primary students Justin
Bauer and Grant Burton are pictured writing and Illustrating a Big Book
about Fire Prevention.
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Kent Erwin and T.J. Hargrove, students In Tammy Bennett's primary
class at Southwest Elementary, demonstrate their talent of Tai Kwan
Do. The first-year students have been studying the letter T.

The 1994 yearbook staff members at Calloway County High School are
now selling ads to local businesses until Oct. 31.

Sixth grade students in Murray Middle's exploratory class are learning
German from a student teacher.
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Jim Palerno and Jeff Burger (pictured left and right center), of the
Louisville Symphony, discuss their concert with North Elementary students (from left) Bridget Swatzell, Elizabeth Dandeneau, Bryan Preston
and Jeff Lee. The fourth graders attened the concert, sponsored by the
Murray Civic Music Association.
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Tony Hutson admires Billy Harpers racing car after the driver and crew
presented a campaign to stay in school. Hutson is a member of the
TNT+ program at Calloway County Middle.
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Students in a sixth grade exploratory class work at landscpaing the
front yard of the Murray Middle School, which Is one of the many community work projects at MMS.
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While studying shadows, Asheiy Hicks, John Eric Martinez, Courtney
Erwin and Kyle Starks participated in many activities. These primary
students at North Calloway Elementary are shown measuring and comparing their shadows at various times throughout the school day. They
observed changes In their shadows and calculated the difference In the
legths of the shadows at different times.

After a unit on the newspaper, the TNT+ program at Calloway Middle
toured the Murray Ledger and Times.

Stephanie Bellew and Larkin Philpot are counting primary class money
before they give it two John Nix with Commonwealth bank. Nix will
depost this money to partially repay the money that was loaned to the
class to adopt an animal from Land Between The Lakes.

Charlie Michael, a sophomore at Calloway County High School, Is pictured with a bulletin board he desinged. The message of the board that
is displayed is "Aim High To Reach Your Potential."

Students in Marjorie Grady's primary 2 class at East Elementary (front
from left) Cory Smith, Nicholas Miller, Jantzen Litchfield, (back from
left) Adam Geary and Charles Hart, applied their skills with LEGOS In
building vehicles that will race. After building their cars, they compare
them to see which Is the tastes or slowest and which travels the
longest distance. They alter their vehicles as the try to build faster and
more enduring cars.

School Supply .

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 1753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

clew
Jamie Pigg, a senior at Calloway County High School, has been
selected as student of the week. Pigg Is the daughter of James and Jan
Pigg. She Is a member of the speech team, basketball team, softball
team, Beta Club and foreign language club. She Is pictured (second
from right) with (from left) Brett Harcourt with WSJP, Principal Jerry
Ainley and James Hart with Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

CHECKLIYour child's education is very
important to us. That is why we
carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to

help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and nee the many different
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Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years

titles we have to offer.

READMORE
BOOK-S-CARD vt*

Chestnut Hills
Murray

Gale B Cornelison Detector
Kathy E Wilson Amstar,' Director

109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement

753-1916

insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plaru and we wnte
all 10

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
*dyer eel

Is Justin
Big Book

The part A deductible
you. Of your
insurance,
must pay has been

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first Insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

increased to 5676

us

1993
1-or more information
call
McCONNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide 1400455-4199
"our 31st year of service'

DON T miss the exciting &
scary spook room at the
Hitching Post in Aurora
Sign up for the drawing for
scarecrow The Hitching
Post Hwy 68, Aurora
Open daily 9am 5pm

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 81 19
Tues
1-800 649-3804

FOR LEASE

Retail Space
2,000 sq.

BABYSITTER needed
Weekdays
6 30am 8 00 am.
2 30pm 4 30pm 753 8784
after 5pm

Bel Air Center
Call 753-4751

learning

aing the
my corn-

DRY clean your carpet, rent
the fast & easy Host Dry
Cleaning System Call to
reserve a Host Machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Phone
753-0839
STRESSED OUT?. Thor
aputic massage relieves
tension. relaxes sore mus
des assists weight loss,
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753 3801
$35hr house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash PO Box 224 McKenzie,TN 38201

BRICK & BLOCK LAYERS
Volume work Scattered site housing Fast pay
Must have mixer & crew
Our brick layers can earn
$175 per day in Bowling
Green Nashville, Atlanta
Louisville Lexington, Paducah Owensboro Evansville Mt Vernon IL Cincinnati,Dayton, Columbus, Ft
" Wayne Indianapolis, Lafayette, Danville IL and
other locations Call
5 5 4 - 3 26 7 ,
1
1 800 928-1234
CAR stereo installer, ex
penence required List experience and'or resume to
PO Box 48 Murray KY
42071
EASY WORK 1 EXCELLENT PAY1 Assemble products at home Call toll tree
1-800-467-5566 ext 8047

ATTENTION LADIES
1st Million Marketing Is expanding in the
Calloway County Area We need ambtflous,
dedicated, honest, hard working Individuals
who want to make more than just a living We
offer:
• $350+ a week to start
• Rapid advancement
• Company sponsored training seminar
• Work 9 to 5 week day
To schedule an interview, call 901-644-1526
on Thurs. Oct. 21 only between 9 a.m.-5 p m.,
ask for Ann Woods.
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;second
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Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hare Road. right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 moo
OPF fi 10 THE PUBI C

753-0466

P.O.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Uglg Duckling
EIMMICEEM
to Coast
Locations Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
axe arid help to get a sold
career? We have 22 JOB
Openings for people 16 Ihru
21 that are not full We hagh
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn-3 00pm
We we an EOE This prosect is funded by tie Western Kentucky Private In dusty Council JTPA

;St

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins, Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

SALES
No experience
necessary.
WIN
troln
managepotential
ment
within 6 months.
Company
car
Posed on production. Health-retirement. If you have
a desire to succeed we will help
you achieve yoor
goals. Not Just a
job. but a Muria.
Interviews
Monday-Wednesday
9 a.m.-5p.m. 901668-2053.
EXECUTIVE Director
Murray-Calloway County's
Playhouse In The Park
seeks Executive Director to
begin Jan 1994 Must have
proven skills in administra
tie management and fundraising, ability and willing
ness to work with children,
experience managing and
recruiting volunteers. lamalaity with directing plays
arid technical aspects of
theater
Salary
$18000-$22,000 Send resume to Search Comma
tee. Playhouse In The Park.
PO Box 592. Murray, KY
42071

Attention Murray!
•• POSTAL JOBS
Start $1141hr *benefits
For application & info ,call

14216024-6604 7 a m to
10 p in , 7 days
LOOKING for 2 people that
would like a career opportunity in sales with a local
well established firm
Please mail your resume
to PO Box 1042, Murray,
KY 42071
MAGAZINE Advertising
Sales, Murray Spotlight,
straight commission Mail
resume to Copy Plus, 1411
Main St, Murray, KY 42071
NEED extra money for
Christmas? Join our company today Earn $6 to $8
an hour Be your own boss
Call
today
1-800-FOR-AVON
NURSES Aides Work all
shifts as needed Must be
flexible & have own transportation. Good position for
persons NOT requiring full
time lob Pleasant atrnosphere, awarding work.
Apply in person Fern Terraco Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
OLAN MILLS has several
immediate openings. No
experienc necessary. Call
Marc 753-6706 ext 354 between 9am-1pm &
5pm-9pm. Good extra money for Christmas Equal
Opportunity Employer
WF.
TRIM CARPENTERS
needed immediately Small
scattered-site home Volume work Fast pay. Must
have tools and references
Call 1-554-3267 or
1-800-928-1234.
PERMANENT posibon has
become available with a
company that desires employees with a positive attitude. Some automotive
maintenance experience
desirable Applicants
should be ablo to perform
all functions of our automotive department from sales
to oil,filters & lubrication
service Apply to Murray
Ouik Lube, 507 S 12th St

Manpower temporary services has
immediate
openings for several
companies in the
Murray, KY area.
1st & 2nd shift
assemblers needed.
Part-time hours and
40 hours per week
positions are available and long term
assignments.
Manpower offers
full benefit packages.
Call for eft

110:11

yin
Help
Wanted

PERSONAL aide female WILDLIFE
preferred room board, CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
$200 week cleared
maintenance etc No exp
388 2641
necessary Now hinng For
SAFETY
Advisor, mor•
call
info
$2150emo Company will 219-794-0010 ext 7159
trate Call Mon -Fri
8arn 8pm. 7 days
9am lpm
only
070
615-399 8269
Domestic
PAINTERS Must have
Chikicare
2yrs or more experience
steady work Apply Black's ATTENTION worlung paDecorating Center, 701 So rents! Can take lour child4th Si, Murray or call ren for after school care I'm
a Christian woman with
753-0839
good references Prefer
WANTED barmaids wait children that get out of
resses & dancers. $500 school between 2 30-3pm
plus weekly Doll House Please call 759-9739
Cafe
Paris
Tn
CLEANING houses e my
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
business Reliable and exWANTED Fraternity house perienced, references Call
cook Will be responsible Linda 759-9553
tor fixing breakfast & lunch
for 20-25 people Monday
090
thru Friday Call Alpha
Position
Gamma Rho 759-9011
Wanted

Articles
Fos Sale

Mobile
Homes For Isle

1993 CHAMPION 16x80 NICE duplex 2br central
31x, ?bath, island kitchen, hat appliances furnished
oak cabinets, vaulted ceil- Coleman RE 7539898
ings, extra isulabon, central
hia, vinyl siding, shingled
roof, underpinning, custom
Calloway Gordan')
built, owner works for
BOGARD truciung and ex- Champion
Essex Downs
Homes Located
cavating, inc We haul top Coach
Estate $26,500
Now Taking
soil, gravel, fie dirt, white 759
2507
Applications tor
rock, np rap 759-1828
CONCRE1E runners, gut1 & 2 Bedroom
CEMETARY LOTS, 4 in
ters, downspouts, plastic
Murray, Ky, Memorial Gm
Apartments
ground cover and central
$ 1 000
dens,
err comes with all of our
502 217 7429
double vedes The best at
FAX Phone 50 Fax copier affordable prices Dinkins
phone with super decun Mobile Homes, Inc. 2427 E
cutter, 16 number auto Wood Si, Paris, TN
1505 Dulguld Dr.
dialer, delayed transmis- 1 800-642 4891 Champ753-8556
sion polling, 10 page auto ion's 12 Single Lot Dealerfeeder, L DC display. G-3 ship in North America
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
compatability List $895 sell
CUSTOM order or buy your pies, appliances furnished,
$400 753-7990
home from stock One of central gas ha Northwood
FISHER fireplace insert, the Southeast's largest & Dr $475/mo 1 month de
large one, very good Gond.- oldest dealerships'of qual- posit, 1 year lease No pets
bon,$295 4 Birch pre-hung ity built: energy efficient 753-2905
interior doors. 321n, includ
manufactured homes
wig hardware. $35 each
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
WANTED R & B female ALTERATIONS and re- 753-2079
Lake Hwy 79E. Pans, TN
singers to form a group
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
1-800-642 4891
furnace
used
wood
GOOD
Must be over 18 and know- dos Ruth's See and Sew
10
room
will
heat
up
to
TRAILER with 2 lots near 2BR, 2'4 car garage, stove
ledgeable of some musical Country Square 160e N
house Call Robert Wiggins lake for sale Call 436-2032 & refrigerator included, in
skills Call 901-644 1791
121, Murray 753-6981
753-4566 between and leave message
town $380/mo plus secSEWING lobs wanted in- 9am-5prii
urity deposit No pets
cluding formal wear
436•5233
flooring,
HARDWOOD
753-1061
Mobile
$129 per sq ft Also kiln
3BR house with 16x24
Homes For Rent
dried lumber Delivered
finished building in rear,
502-526 2824
gas central ha low utilities
2 & 3BR. Grogan & Mobile quiet residential Circ,arama
NEW metal siding & roof
We have a night
Home Village Appliances subdivision Stove. refroger
ing Cover 36- cut to length & water furnished Coleposition open for an
$99 DOWN new vending
aloe, dishwasher, washer &
AS 400 System Opmachine(s) includes pro- in 10 colors galvanized man RE 753-9898
dryer furnished $550/rno
gaNalume
Secondary
and
duct,location
lease & deposit required
erator. Will also in489-2722 or 2BR, unfurnished central
available
1 800 798 8627
clude clerical duhia. $200/mo plus deposit Call 753 8809
489-2724
No pets 474-2100
ties. Must have a
4 5BR, available Nov 1
ROUND trip plane ticket,
computer
backSHADY
Oaks - 2 or 3br, lease & security deposit
direct to Tampa from Nashrequired 753 4109
preferably
ground
ville 10/26pm to 10/31pm electric or gas Walking diswith an AS 400 and
$200 or best offer Call tance to college 753-5209 NICE 2br home lakeview
ANTIQUES by the piece or
good clerical skills.
wrap around deck 1 block
435-4027
collections Call 753-9433
from boat ramp, fishing
Please send reafter 5pm
SLIDE IN metal tool box for
swimming area Minutes
sume to Paschall
full size pock up truck $60
from Murray in extra nice
CASH
paid
for
good,
used
Truck Lines, Inc.,
753 6427
$425`mo Call
rifles shotguns, and pisNEW condition 74 ton subdivision
Dept. F, P.O. Box
527-9639
tols Benson Sporting SUNRISE Medical Guar
Trane
air
unit
Will
heat
&
1889, Murray, KY
Goods, 519 S 12th, dian walker, like new, accept bids 753-1300. af42071. We are an
160
Murray
cheapl Call Cindy ter 7pm 489 2116
opportunity
For Rent
equal
759-4529
Or Leas*
employer.
WHEAT straw, $1 25/bale
CREEKVIEW Self storage
489-2436
warehouses on Center
IIIIISCHAll1111.K5 OBIS IFIK
10'a FT brake PrO Two for
4 CAR garage with office & Drive behind Shoney's
$29 $40/mo 759-4081
vinyl siding 436-2701
paved lot 753-4509
Home
Furnishings
NORTHWOOD Storage
800-2200S0 ft Coleman
presently has units avail
3PC bedroom set, queen RE 753-9898
able Call 753 2905
size waterbed with bookCOMMERCIAL building for
case
headboard, dresser
We are the single largest supplier of cable
rent on 12th Street Exten
370
with mirror & rughtstand,
programming in the country Our company is a
sive remodeling on outside
Livestock
$200 Call 753-5927
multi•Milkon dollar that has more than doubled its
being done Great location
Supplies
size in the past 2'/1 years
BACK In Business & parking for business Call
FOR sale 2 registered Li
Management opportimibes we promote from
George Hodge. 806 Col- 753-7435 or 753-3966
mousin bulls Phone
within. Retirement and medical available Company
dwater Rd Used furniture &
RETAIL or Office Spare in 489-2272
appliances Will sell or
car available after 30 days, based on production
S Side Shopping Center
buy Also furniture hand
Average salesperson will earn $1,000 per week aMULES Pair of Belgium
753-4509 Of 753-6612
refinished
bove average $1,400-$2,000 per week Protected
mare mules. over 16
Hands, matched perfect
territor pre-set appointments, no overnight travel
310
'TWIN mattress, good conCall 354 6705 after
InIsrvlswe Mondry thru Wednesday,
dition, best offer Spiegel
Want
7 30prn
cell 669-3053, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
'Dream full feather bed.
To Rent
cover (bone), new. $75
WANT to rent 2 3,or 4br
3811
753-8607 after 5pm
mobile home or house
Pots
Reasonable 762-4794
Supplies
190
Farm
Equipment
Apenments
60FT Myrath Bin auger, pto
For Rent
drive 753-2061
1BR furnished apt, all ublibes, including cable paid
ID kA E
L1 4 S I N C,.
106h Off
$375/mo 436-2722
Heavy
All Dog
Equipment
1 OR 2br apts near downGrooming
NURSING ASSISTANT
town Murray 753-4109
All breeds, all sizes
28FT Case Fork Lift 71
West View Nursing Horne is a superior rated,
Ask about specials
Ford, 1 ton. new 220 Shp 2BR. 2 bath duplex with
174 bed nursing fadlity/Medicare certified nurselectric motor 492-8516
759-1768
garage. $450 Available
ing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway
Nov 1 Coleman RE
County Hospital, The nursing assistant is
210
753-9898
responsible for quality resident care. The
apartment like new,
2BR
applicant must have a high school diploma or
Firewood
central gas heat, central air,
GED with previous experience and/or training
A FIREWOOD for sale
all appliances, including
preferred, but not required. Certified NA prog437-4667
w/c1 furnished Coleman RE
rarn available
753 9898
competitive
salary
and
offers
West View
220
2BR apt with garage with
benefits, including health and life insurance and
automatic door opener, dispaid vacation and holidays and paid sick days.
Iluskal
posal, dishwasher, wid
Full time and pan-Vma positions available,
PIANO tuning John hookup 753-7688 days,
Please apply in person or contact Kenna
759-4703 nights
Gottschalk. 753-9600
Walker, RN,lnservice Coordinator at 753-1304,
duplex with carport
2BR
WANTED Female vocalist
Must sing lead, 3rd & 5th Lease No pets Refer502 753 1304
$425/mo
harmony part Kentucky ences
MURRAY KENTUCXY 42071
1 401 SOU T H 16th ST RE E T
753-7457
Opry 527-3869
2 INDUSTRIAL walk* meies 1 antique ceding tan &
antique furniture for sale
Also looking for pans for
1977 Ford Mustang
753-3947

AS 400
SYSTEM'S
OPERATOR

IN-HOME CLOSERS

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

AKC registered female Rot
tweiler, $300 obo Must
sell 753 5998
AKC registered Rottweiler
puppies. 6 whs old
502 753 5323 days
502 759 1194 nights

AKC Yorkies & Golden Re
trievers Champion blood
lines pedigrees & guarantees on all pups 328 8092
FOR sale 8yr old male
Siamese 8yr old male
Cocker Simnel 2yr old fe
male Chow 2yr old white
female cats All gentle &
loving 753 0789
HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dog Giooming
753 2915
YELLOW Napo Amazon,
lye tame good talker,
$650 w/cage
Call
753 7370
-110
Public
Sale
Needed for
TRADE DAY
FLEA MARKET
Individuals Groups Or
ganizations Vendors to
sell crafts, foods yard
sale and Holiday items
Reserve booth
space today
Call 753-7222 days
753-2226 nights.
Murray Court Square
Sat., Nov. 6th

ACREAGE for sale also
will lease or rent 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116
BUSINESS building on
large lot 641 South Small
down and monthly pay
ments Immediate posses
sari 753 3690
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE-"MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780
ROBERTS Realty Callo
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 7531651i Syca
more and 12th St
Lake
Property
OUTSTANDING lakefront
home on 10. acres of
wooded land New central
h/a, windows & roof New
boat ramp, large new boat
storage, garage/workshop
$127,500 MLS X5134
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

FOR SALE BY OWNER

.5A

SUPERAMERICA •

Business
Services
K T I and Associates offer
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
& MANAGERS
SuparAmerica is rapidly expanding in the GasolinwOuick
Service Food Sion) Business and aliens exciting
opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth
onented careers. Excellent compensation program and
benefits package.
Retponsibilitiee include recruiting, hung and training
skint personnel, plannning work schedules, salary
adninistration, performance appraisals of employees,
merdahdising, record lumping and general appearance
of the store. Prefer applicants have a college degree with
three years or more retailing background. Applicants
must be wiling to reicicate.
For immediale consideration, sand resume or write to:
SuparAmarica
Attention Manager
001 Coldwater Road
IlAurray, KY 42071
No phone calls accepted.

appointment today!
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

502-443-5557

270

Help
Warted

Homes For Sale
12x50, APPLIANCES. w/d
hookup, new underpinning,
plumbing, wiring & floor.
Kyle: 653-4802 or
653-2951 business
12x60 2BR, central H/A,
appliances, $5000.
T59-4414
1974 GRAN DV1L.L012x80,
2br, VA bath, good condition 474-8344
1979 BUCCANEER 14x70,
3br, 2 bath, all appliances,
central Na, 2 decks, lots of
extras Must be moved
Must see to appreciate
$9500 527-0553
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
Imp 075 100 arnp $325
4350027

•••••..

2BR townhouse, 14 bath,
deck, all appliances including washer & dryer, dishwasher, ceding fans Free
lawn care Available
November 1 $435/mo
Coleman RE 753-9898
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-498-4 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW super spacious 2br
duplex in quiet wooded
area 753-4573
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
8am•12noon. No
phone calls please_ Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply HMV, Apt;
Hardin, Ky or call
5032-437-4113

/ home Matures 4 bedrooms.
This spacious fame,
3'/I baths, with open, light & any interior—children
could have upstairs level with their own study & den
Storage and closet space galore!!
The home is situated on a nice landscaped lot in
Southwest Villa with adiacent lot available, if desired. Back yard fenced Double garter, with
builtins Reduced $166,000 4,200 sq ft under roof

For further information, Call 753-5755.

PARTS
APPLIANCE
To Fit Most Major Brands
10004 of Now and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
Know, AK,
Hotpoint
Frigidaire
GE
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KENTUCKY Lake' Waterfront Bargain! $19,900
Nem Pans Landing 1 6
acres on beautifully
wooded. secluded cove
Low tans. low crime, mild
yew round camera! Prestigious new lakefront dovelopm•nt. perfect for
vacation/retirement home
Exc financing Must see,
call now 800-858-1323
Woodland Acres

QUAIL Run Subdivision A
lovely new subdrvision locabXI just 2 miles south of
Murray. No city taxes, but
has saver. water, cable,
underground electricity, &
newly paved streets Prices
range from $9900 to
$16000 with special incentives available to early buyers. For plat & restrictions
call Kopperud Realty
753-1222. IALS• 5020
SUBDIVISION on Wewell
Road 7/10 mile west of
nursing home 26 lots (15
acres), partly platted, some
lots ready to build on
Sewer, gas. etc Reasonably priced Whole, part or
lots. Cal 901-642-9321
Homes
For Sale
1109 VINE, neat 3br, 1 bath
home with basement apartment $41,000 Tnpp Williams Real Estate
753-0563
3BR, 1 bath brick home,
21004 sq It, electric wall
heat, window air, lot
85'x160, 905 Fairlane Dr
$60's. 753-3793 Bill
Parker.

1990 CHEVY Savored° CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
Wu. loaded, 69.XXX odes. and Cooling Service Cornmaroon, $9750 1984 ** installation and serGrand Prix with bucket vice Call Gary at
NEW house. 3br. 2 hAl seats. am/fm cassette. 759-4754
bath. large lenity room, di- 61.XXX miles, $2750 cam
CUSTOM bultdozing and
ning room, kitchen with 753-7975
backhoe work. septic syscustom cabinets, utility, 2
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
car garage. nice deck Special touches throughout
DAVE'S Window Cleaning
house Cal 753-3966 or
is now accepting houses for
753-7435
1983 TRAVEL trailer, 30h. the tall Call for free esmate 753-9873
with all the extras
irn
436-2799
DRAFTING Planning a
Motarcycies
78 PACE Arrow, 28'. dream home, making addition(s) or lust remodeling?
40,XXX
miles, very nice
DISCOUNT parts, dependLet me help you with your
Airstream
Legacy,
34'.
'92
able service for all brands
designs Have a degree in
MOTORCYCLE PARTS & 5.XXX miles New '93 Airs- drafting, and experience
'87
SERVICE, north of Murray tream Legacy, 30'
very 759-9924 after 5pm or
Country.
28',
Cross
on Coles Campground Rd
nice Your Airstream leave message
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm.
Dealer, B & B Brokers, Inc., DRYWALL, finishing, reSat 10.m-3pm
701 South 12th St., Murray, pairs, additions and blowHARLEY Davidson, 1990, Kentucky 502-753-4389
ing ceilings 753-4761
FLSTC mint condition. Night 502-753-5960
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
6 4XX miles Phone
Heating, Cooling & Electric,
759-9828
Inc Service, sales and inBoats
stallation (502) 435-4699,
& Motors
190
435-4327
Used
BOAT & camper storage
Cars
GfNERAL Repair plumb
753-4509
inb, roofing, tree work
436-2642
,3f)
Santa*
GENERAL Repair plumboftw.d
ing, roofing, tree work
436 2642
1978 T-BIRD, 82,XXX 1 A Al Hauling, tree trim
miles, excellent condition ming. tree removal, dean
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
1986 Cutlass. 26,XXX ing out sheds, attics, & odd Service Center, cleaningmiles, like new 753-4470 lobs Free estimates servicing $15, most repairs
436-2102 Luke Lamb
$35 Free estimates Route
1979 CAMARO, 1985
1-5,
Eldarado, both in mint Al 1A all around mowing & 1, Almo Open 9-12,
Mon -Fn 753-0530
condition 436-2799
tree trimming 8 light hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
1985 MAZDA GLC deluxe,
Mark
4dr. air 753-4938.

LAKEVIEW, Blood River
Boat Dock Rd 4br. I bath.
132,000 502-898 6564

1986 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, $900 1979 Buick
LaSabre, $600 527-0910
1988 GRAND AM, nice,
loaded, 2dr, white, 86,XXX
miles, $4500 obo
492-8594

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
Silver 11)01 coating

3BR, 2 bath brick on quiet 1988 OLDSMOBILE FireWhite root coating
street off College Farm Rd, nza station wagon, 50,XXX
Everfock vinyl
nicely landscaped. new miles, extra clean Call
underpinning
carpet, w/24x30 detached 436-5614 after 5pm
garage Many extras such 1990 RED Grand Prix SE,
K Rok underpinning
as garage door opener, $6800 753-4023 after
Doors, Windows,
garbage disposal, garbage
Metal Siding, Floor
5pm
compactor, dishwasher,
Repair
oak cabinets Immediate 1992 BUICK Park Avenue
Miler Air Conditioning
possession
Ultra, 4dr, white, one
Mobile Horne
251-2713
owner,
62.5XX.
$16,500
502-251-2709,
Spaces For Rent
753-8891
3BR wood sided house,
Phone 502-492-8488
unfinishei:1 basement on 5 REAL nice 54 Buick, 2dr,
Hwy. 641
acres, 5 miles north of Mur- H T.. very good running
ray . Just reduced
condition, $6900 B & B
* N. Hazel *
753-2171.
Brokers, Inc, 701 South
12th St. Murray, Kentucky
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
IBR, 3 bath. In level, in
502-753-4389, nights
Southwest School District,
work, tree removal, mow502-753-5960
ing. Free estimates
central gas heat, screwed
759-1683.
porch, many other amenities Price just reduced
Al TREE Service Stump
$88,500 MLS 15180 Conremoval
and swaying Free
Vans
Realty
tact Kopperud
estimates 753-0906 after
753-1222.
1984 FORD Econoline van
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
/ remod- 753-0342
BY owner Newt,
ALPHA Builders - Carpeneled home on 94 East.
1992 PLYMOUTH Grand try, remodeling, porches,
$24,930 Will consider rent
39,XXX roofing, concrete, drive$250/mo plus deposit Voyager SE, V-6,
miles,
loaded,
sharp,
war- ways, painting, mainteNo pets 753-9983
ranty. $13,950 247-7695
nance, etc Free estimates
CONTEMPORARY de489-2303.
signed home built in 1991
ANTIQUE refinishing, furLocated on VA wooded
niture repair & custom
acres in private setting
woodworking 753-8056
Many outstanding features
in this quatty 3br, 2'4 bath 1987 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
home. MLS $3605 Contact excellent condition Cal Factory trained by 3 major
leave
762-3721
Stan
Realty
Kopperud
manufacturers All work
name number 8 message and parts warranted Ask
753-1222
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

WOOD WORKS

i n6
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

.44Yem

0
/
FIRRY
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOVICHWJNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
SCII $UNBURY

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753- SOSO

$51,900.00
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1550
sq. R.. Brick Home. New 3 BR ranch
energy efficient brick home with 2 full
baths, 28 Great room, eat in kitchen,
large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat& air and many more
amenities. Custom built on crawl space,
basement and garage optional.
tAYLOR BUILDING
COFtF'ORATION
Over

SOWSSS4WI.d Coseeoastrrs
Since 1968

kW Lau Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42033
(502)55441257

(501)551-1500

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling. vinyl siding.
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HALL'S Services Toilet
fixed, leaky faucets. and
other handyman work Free
estimates References
available Cal 759-9689
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
HEATING. Ron Hall Heating. Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replacement and complete
Don Licensed oas installer
Phone 435-4699.
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
Ironies with woodgrain formica, at colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832
Service.

LEES CARPET CLEANING Carpets. furniture.
Commercial or residential
Free estimates_ 753-5827

MR. Chimney chimney
cleaner. 492-8723

Oi
In
deck
In

PLUIAB1NG repairrnan with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete. Free estimates. Cal
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night.
753-5484

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you hive something lotion, here's the Trey to maks your IMP
heard It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network
For 2149, you can place • 25-word ad in DO Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience of more than 1,000,000
Hack rs
Were sold everything front anuques to station wagons. Prom
steel buildings to seising machines
Contact thls newspaper for details. Than got ready to sell

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

753-1916

Attention

Class' ed Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. YAgget a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A nWeek!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

CLASSIFIED
For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Master Card

Call Us Today!
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LICENSED for etecanc and
gas 753-7203

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
LAWN mowing & leaf
mulching Coleman Bone
WINDOW & door repair
hal 759-4564
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
WANTED light hauling, aluminum or
wood 20yrs
trees trimmed or removed experience
753-2330
or
753-2772
Don
Call
prompt service
753-2320

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instatlabon, repair, replacement 759-1515

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations Nesbitt
Masonary
phone
492-8516 D Pager
762-7221

•

•

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable expenence, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement.
Home
weekends.
1-800-782-8759

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

753-1916

Ittre

Pictured above is Major John W. Hwbison, Charm'of Its Depwiment et
Waxy Science at Murray State University, and Jeffrey T. Moran a senior,
Eleciricid Engineering major at Murray SOW UnlverWty. IAAJ Harbison is
presenting Cadet Moran with a $1,000 scholarship irom the Armed Forms
Communications and Electronics Association. The award S presented
smusly to a cadet enrolled in ROTC who demonstrates webs/to In
leadership wtd academics. Cadets receiving Itsward rriust be juniors
majoring In Bectronics, Communications, Enginswing, Boctical Engineering, blethemstics, CompuW Technology, or information Monagemsnt
Systems

MSU gallery features
metal collection pieces
Murray State University's Eagle
Gallery, located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, is featuring an
exhibition of selections from the
permanent collection of the National Ornamental Metal Museum
in Memphis, Tenn., until Oct. 31.
One hundred pieces are featured
in the exhibit. Among the works are
knives, utensils, andirons, candelabra, locks, hinges, darts, handcuffs, and sculpture created within
the last 500 years by Americans,
English, Germans, Italians and Japanese. The works are made of
various materials such as pewter,
copper, iron, steel and bronze.
According to Albert Sperath, Eagle Gallery director, visitors enjoy
seeing functional art, things that can
actually be used, because this type
of art is not typically displayed in
exhibits or galleries. "There is a
renewed interest in ornamental
metal," he said.
The collection is composed of
works, both old and contemporary.
Specifically, among the works featured are a variety of utensils,
including spatulas, ladles, a wok
tool, a set of spoons,and an American dough scraper from around
1750. An English hinge (stag horn)
from the 16th century, and a German hinge(stag horn)from the early
16th century are featured. Included
in the collection is an English
bronze mortar from the 18th century. Also on display is a collection
of knives and a collection of 20th
century American hand-forged
farm implements.
Responses pertaining to the art
exhibition appear to be positive.
One student noted,"Some items that

The Pressure Principle

Tomorrow. An inexpensive safety play.
CARPORTS for cars and East dealer.
spade trick regardless of how he
trucks Special sizes for
East-West vulnerable.
played the rest of the hand. But if
motor home. boats, RVs
NORTH
you made a neutral lead at trick two,
and etc Excellent protec4 A K 10
let's say a diamond or a trump, you'd
tion, high quality, excellent
V5
value Roy Hill 759-4664
ultimately regret it.
• A K Q 106
Declarer would draw three
C & D HOME Repairs Call
K
9
8
2
rounds
of trumps and cash the A-K753-9669
WEST
EAST
Q of diamonds, disclosing the 5-1
CHIM Chlm Chimney •Q .1' 4 2
+97
diamond division. He then ruffs a
Sweeps has 10% senior •A K 98 3
Q 10 6 2 diamond,leads a spade and finesses
citizen discounts We sell
•7
•,1 9 5 3 2
the ten to bring the slam home.Once
chimney caps and screens
+743
+6
the diamonds fail to divide, the deep
435-4191
SOUTH
spade finesse offers the only real
+8653
chance for the contract, and South
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
V 74
Homes, trailers, offices
therefore takes it.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
684
True,declarer can make the slam
436-5560
4 A QJ 105
by playing dummy's ten if you lead a
The bidding:
spade at trick two. However, that
East
South West North
would be an extraordinary play at
Pass
Pass
I
that point unless declarer saw the
Dble
Moving, Rearranging
4•
54
Pass
East-West cards.
6*
your present home?
Opening lead - king of hearth.
From South's viewpoint at trick
We can move your
Let's assume you're Went and lead two, the probability of finding the
furniture
&
apthe kin of hearts, East playing the missing diamonds divided 3-3 or 4-2
pliances along w/
six and'darerthe four. Whatshould or either defender with the singleton
other
household
you lead next?
jack is overwhelmingly in his favor
products
This may not seem like much of a (about 6-to-1). He would therefore
Residential & problem, but the fact is that your play the ace or king from dummy,
play attrick two is crucial. If you lead rather than the ten, if you led a low
Commercial
a low spade the slam is practically spade at trick two.
Service
certain to go down one; if you lead
In hands of this type, you must
Experienced S refer
anything else declarer makes the force declarer to make a decision
ences *variable
contract.
early in the play-before he uncovWhat would declarer do if you ers an unexpected division. Only by
Call 753-0775 for free
played a low spade at trick two? applying the pressure principle at
estimate If no answer.
leave message
Lacking X-ray vision, he would win once can you hope to stop the conwith the ace or king and later lose a tract.
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Read the classifieds

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 20, 1993
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You will make rapid progress
toward your career goals. Put more
money away for the future. Your
shyness will not hinder your efforts
to build an important relationship.
Early in 1994. you find that success
comes faster when sou concentrate
on the overall plan. Be careful not to
isolate yourself from those who
want to help you. Forging alliances
with influential people in the spring
could lead to a financial windfall
next summer.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: baseball legend

CONTRACT BRIDGE

seldom appear in an An Gallery
have made the scene.'
"I think they're referring to the art
being functional," Sperath said. "It's
not seen quite as often in galleries."
The selection also features a
rather large dart collection.
Sperath said the oldest work ofart
displayed in the exhibit is a German
iron coffer from the 16th century. In
rather good shape for its age, the
coffer is still with its key.
Among some of the other works
displayed is a steel table lamp by
William Gasparrini Sr. from 1930.
A steel candelabra by David Court,
1984, is also featured. This work is
unique in that it may be hung of
displayed on something.
Another artist Sperath pointed
out which is featured in the exhibit
is Samuel Yellin. The collection
consists of Yellin's andirons(1930),
torchere (1930), and an iron teller
gate (circa 1930).
Sperath said the Memphis museum features a variety of art, both
old and new. Although some of the
collection is from an early date,
contemporary artists, such as Jan
Loyd and David Court, are represented.
Sperath was successful in attaining the collection while recently
visiting the National Ornamental
Metal Museum.
The Eagle Gallery exhibition is
sponsored by Jones Iron & Metal
Inc., and Bandi's Welding & Steel
Erection, both of Murray. For more
information concerning this event,
call (502) 762-3052.
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Mickey Mantle, psychologist Dr.
Joyce Brothers. rocker Tom Petty,
actress Arlene Francis.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Mixed signals may he holding you
hack. Try to get to the bottom of
things before a tricky situation gets
completely out ot hand. Good luck
helps you rejuvenate a valuable relationship.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
dilemma is solved to your satisfaction. What a relief not to have to
depend on others! You can be very
self-sufficient when the chips are
down. Romance enjoys highly
favorable influences.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Try
not to let feelings of loneliness creep
into your life. Get out and circulate
more. Children take careful note of
what you do and do not do. Teach
them by example.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
New adventures await you. Plan
ahead and there will be no stopping
you! Make your move quickly. Your
spirit is meant to soar. Let go of silly
doubts and try something totally different.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Adjust
to changing circumstances without
complaint. Flattery will get you

everywhere! Just make certain you
are being honest with yourself about
your true feelings. Learn from your
mistakes.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Friends and money are not a good
combination today. Steer clear of
get-rich-quick schemes. Dig deeper
within yourself if looking for a way
to turn your life around. Think positive!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
optimistic outlook is a great asset
today. Take a change in plans or
procedures in stride. Influential people are impressed by your flexibility
and willingness to try new things.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
show of impatience on your part
will only slow things down in the
long run. Pay strict attention to duty
and detail. Good work habits will
produce first-rate financial results!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Make sure your financial affairs
are in good order. This is a time
when being well-organized will
really pay off for you. Wrap up a
work assignment quickly to meet a
deadline.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Disregard rumors that do not
involve you. You should have more
important things on your mind. An
interesting conversation could lead
to bigger and better accomplishments.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A goal you have set may be difficult
to achieve. An occasional setback or
delay should not cause you to lose
heart. Success comes to those who
persist! Dine at home tonight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Confusing emotions could surface
now. Your sensitivity to a loved
one's needs will be richly rewarded.
If you record your secret thoughts in
a diary, keep it under lock and key.

TODAY'S CHILDREN love to be the center of attention. Fashion-conscious and daring, they will want to wear the latest styles. Count on these
es-en-tempered Libras to be popular with their peers. Sports will provide
them with a healthy outlet for their high spirits. Energetic and determined.
they make wonderful employees and considerate employers. They have a
special knack for putting other people at ease.
To order a testiest and updated copy of kane Dtson•s best-selling book -Yesterday. Today and Fesex er 41ou Astmlops Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 5595 plus Si postage and bandlms
to Disco. do 5tultevn and 114.5leet P0 Box 419150, Kansas CIty, Mo 64141 Make checks payable so
Andrews and Mc Meet
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
Murray Planning Commission
has asked for a legal opinion on
whether it can stop further sale of
lots in Ingleside Subdivision
pending 'resolution of legal problems with the development.
Dr. John Mack Carter, editorin-chief of Good Housekeeping
and director of New Magazine
Development for Hearst Corp..
will speak at a meeting of Murray
State University .Library Associates on Oct. 29. He is the son of
the Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter of
Murray.
Mrs. Mary Ray was honored
on her 85th birthday at a party at
Ellis Community Center. Fortynine of her family members were
present on Oct. 9 at Goshen
United Methodist Church when a
stained glass window was dedicated to Mrs. Ray and the late
Clayton Ray.

Twenty years ago
Murray Water & Sewer System
may qualify for a S192,350 reimbursement under a recent resolution in •Congress which changed
the regulations for qualifying for
the funds.
Limited production has started
at the new Fisher-Price Toy Plant
in Murray.
•
An evaluation committee from
Southern Association of Universities, Colleges and Schools visited Murray Middle School this
week. The evaluation is done
every 10 years.
Donald and Marian Starks and
children, Paul, Walter and Patricia, will leave the United States
today for Trinida where they will
serve as missionaries with the
Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt will
be married for 74 years on Oct.
24.

Thirty years ago
The school lunchrooms of Calloway County were well patronized during the first month of
school with approximately 2,000
boys and girls served per day.
Murray Police Department participated in a one-day school on
Oct. 16 with Federal Bureau of
Investigation Agent Tharpe in
charge of the instruction.
Mrs. Emily Wilson Wolfson of
Murray state College Art Faculty
has an exhibit of her weavings at
Evansville Museum of Arts and
Science.
Winners of Punt, Pass and
Kick competition were Joe Resig,
Larry Lockhart and Mike Cathey,
eight year olds; William Allen
McKee!, Craig Parker and Ronnie
Dunn, nine year olds: Dow K.
Ryan, Sammy Adams and David
Alexander, 10 year olds.
Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY. I had an affair
with a co-worker I'll call Pete. I Was
single, hut Pete was married I
didn't see anything wrong w ith it
because he told me his w de was a
cold fish. and he was going to
divorce her anti mari-y
'ATter v iit lug lir -flair years. it
seemed like it was taking him an
awfully long time to divorce his
wife. so I devalti to speed things up
a little. I called Pete's w de anti told
her about Pete and ine Guess
what.' She said she knew all abtout
it - and all the others. That's right.
I wasn't the only one
I dumped the jerk immediately.
and the worst _of it was, he didn't
care.

You have said it before, but
it again: "A guy who cheats on his
wife will cheat on his girlfriend SADDER BUT WISER
DEAR SADDER;"Cuys" don't
have the exclusive on cheating.
A woman who'cheats on her
husband will probably cheat on
her lover.

DEAR ABBY. After reading the
letter signed -MeFrustrated.- who
fell for the waitress at a fast-food
place. I had to write and tell you my
story.
When I graduated from high

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

clio()1, I worked tor the summer at
a local McDonald's. Almost vvery
night, three guys front the nearby
air base would come in for their
snack. One night onlv two came in,
_so 1 jokingly asked where the third
musketeer was. and a minute later.
he came in. When he placed his
order, it was for a Big Mac, large
fries. large Coke, and a date for
tomorrow night! 1 liked his looks
and his manner. so I said OK
That was in June; by February
we were engaged, and got married
the following May - ls years ago',
would like to suggest to
"McErustrated- to go ahead and ask
the waitress for a date If she's seeing someone. she will tett him so.

By GARY LARSON
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tnd if she isn't
well. who know s.
anothur lti_years, he may be writ
mg to thank you for the advice
CAROLE LANI!Cl.
;NOL1A. DE1.
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DEAR CAROLE: Not all waitresses were as lucky as you.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY• This letter concerns the one you printed signed
"McErust rated
-I am a fast-food cciii ress who
had the unfortunate experience id'
encountering a "N1cErust rated
While I was working behind the
counter. a man nearly twice my age
came into the restaurant After
tirdering his meal, he proceeded to
ask no. for a date. I told him I was.
only. 15 years old, but he insisted
that didn't iii ike any dilliTence and
tried to talk me into it He didn't get
verv far becimse 1 had the feeling
that he wanted to take advantage id
me
Alter that episode, the man Ii ku
-McFrust rat tie ref timed several
times The way he looked me up
and down made me feel verv
uncial& ortable.
- My advice to "Martistrated.after reading your column. is that
-his waitress- either
has a
man m her life or she is Just not
interested Ills waitress is not the
only fish in the sea, and it is obviously tune to rebitit his hook'
OFF LIMITS IN DERALB, 11.1.
Good advice for everyone — teens to

I WAS RIGHT
AND lOti WERE
WRONG.

O. OK.
I M SoKLI
FORGNE
ME

All of Us
to DealliVith
a husiness-si•ed, sell:addressed env,'
lope. plus check or money order for $3.95
senior'. — O. in "The Anger in
It."7"To order, Wend

ANOTHER
IOU )0NT NEED.
TALI MARK I Tr) KU_ P 5(da'
F-CR 11:)0A1

HEto
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44..50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. hoz 447, Mount Morn',.
610.54. i Postage its included.)
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The whole family always enjoyed the way
Uncle Numanga could reach over and "find"
a skull in little Tooby's ear.
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A story about the business district of Murray in the early 1900s
is published. The story was written by guest writer. Dr. Hugh
McElrath.
Three cases of polio by Calloway County Health authorities
have been reported. They are
Max Workman, James Jourden
and Robert Allen burden,
The new A and P Store at
Main and Third Streets opened
today with John Workman of
Livingston County as manager;
James B. Leaford as head of the
Meat Department; and Windsor
Tripp as head of the Produce
Department.
A house at Ninth and Main
Streets was destroyed by fire last
night at 9 p.m.
Maxine Orr and Ronald Bur.
keen were married Oct. 10 at
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church.
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 19, the 292nd day of 1993. There are 73
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 19, 1781, British troops under Lord Cornwallis surrendered
at Yorktown, Va., as the American Revolution neared its end.
On this date:
In 1765, the Stamp Act Congress, meeting in New York, drew up a
declaration of rights and liberties.
In 1812, French forces under Napoleon Bonaparte began their
retreat from Moscow.
In 1864. Confederate Gen. Juba! A. Early attacked Union forces at
Cedar Creek, Va. The Union troops were able to rally under Gen. Phil
Sheridan and defeat the Confederates.
In 1943, during World War II, the foreign ministers of the United
States, the Soviet Union and Britain opened a conference in Moscow
to discuss broad principles of cooperation between the countries.
In 1950, United Nations forces entered Pyongyang, the capital of
North Korea.
In 1977. the supersonic Concorde made its first landing in New
York City after 19 months of delays caused by residents concerned
about the aircraft's noise.
In 1987, the stock market crashed as the Dow Jones Industrial
Average plunged 508 points, its biggest one-day decline.
Ten years ago: The commander of Grenada's armed forces
announced that Prime Minister Maurice Bishop. who was under house
arrest, had been killed by soldiers after he tried to seize army headquarters. The U.S. Senate approved a bill establishing a national holiday in honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
Five years ago: Americans Leon Lederman, Melvin Schwartz and
Jack Steinberger received the Nobel Prize in physics; Hartmut Michel,
Robert Huber and Johann Deisenhofer of West Germany were named
winners of the Nobel Prize in chemistry. The Los Angeles Dodgers
defeated the Oakland A's. 4-3. in game four of the World Series.
One year ago: In their third and final presidential debate, President
Bush, Democrat Bill Clinton and independent candidate Ross Perot
squared off in East Lansing, Mich.
Today's Birthdays: The former U.S. Ambassador to Russia, Robert
S. Strauss, is 75. Actress LaWanda Page is 73. Columnist Jack Anderson is 71. Author John Le Caffe is 62. Actor John Lithgow is 48.
National Organization for Women President Patricia Ireland is 48.
Singer Jeannie C. Riley is 48. Amy Carter is 26.
Thought for Today: "When a man angers you, he conquers you."
- Toni Morrison, Nobel Prize-winning American author (1931- ).
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1 Seasoning
5 Pack away
9 Benji. e.g.
12 Winglike
13 Pit
11 Slender
finial
15 "Streetcar"
name
17 UK Princess
18 Fall behind
19 Bard
21 Walks
unsteadily
23 Found fault
27 Near
28 The Ram
29 Cry
31 Newt
31 Note of
scale
35 Ruin'
38 Sun god
39 Greek letter
41 "- Hard"
42 Broom

1 Mournful
2 Sudsy brew
3 - Vegas
4 Stumbled
5 Piece of bed
linen
6 - and fro
7 Ancient
8 Fish trap
9 Strike out
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44 "- be IV"
46 Difficulties
48 Soupy 51 Go by water
52 Reception
53 Behold?
55 "Rising
Sun- star
59 Sea eagle
60 Poker stake
62 Roman tyrant
63 Seed
container
64 Insects
65 Picnic pest
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Hy Peter IL Gott, MM.
DEAR DR.(;OTT• Please discuss
bedsores. A friend developed one scieral months ago following surgery and
there has been little, if any improve
ment Would a sunlamp or Maalox
help, or is there a home remedy we
might try?
DEAR READER: Bedsores are yet
another complication of elderly, infirm
or bedridden patients who tend to lie
in the same position hour after hour
The condition is worsened by diseases
and poor nutrition. The constant ores
sure of the bed (or chairt-on -the -skin over bony protuberances, such as the
hips or back, causes a breakdown of
the tissue. •
Early signs .of a bedsore are red
shiny areas of skin over pressure
points. These may not be painful
Without treatment, the skin eventual
ly cracks and withers, allowing bacteria to enter the wound. With contin
ued pressure and infection, the deep
er tissues are deprived of an adequate
blood supply. Thus, advanced bed•
sores can extend into subcutaneous
structures, even into muscle.
The primary thrust of therapy us to
treat early by frequently re -positioning patients who are unwilling tor
unable) to move themselves
Antibiotic creams, dressings or pills
may be necessary. The bedsores must
be exposed and dry to facilitate healing. Therefore, heat lamps and hair
blowers are often used. Antacids. such
as Maalox, when applied directly to
the sores. may aid healing, the mech
anism for this is unknown. When the
bedsores are extensive and resist
treatment. skin grafting may be necessary_
For the case you describe. I suggest the following:
• Expose the bedsore as much as
possible. or at least turn your friend
so he doesn't lie on the sores.
• Consider an air mattress or an
-egg crate" (foam -rubber mattress
cover) as a cushion.
• Wash the sores with soap and
warm water twice a day and pat them
dry.
• Apply Maalox. after washing, to
the sores.
• Dry with a hair dryer (low setting) for five or ten minutes.
• Use an antiseptic. such as hydrogen peroxide, if you wish, two or three
times daily, drying with the hair blower thereafter.
• Get a doctor to examine the sores
if they look infected or they extend
through the skin.
• Make sure the patient is eating a
balanced diet and use daily
vitamiwmineral supplements (such
id Centrum).
Bedsores, although common, are
treatable - and in most cases curable
c tsn NYWSPAPER F:NTERPRISE ASSN
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DEATHS
Luke Cecil Parrish

Keith G. Fry

Luke Cecil Parrish, 88, Rt. I. Dexter, died Monday at 9:50
p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Lula Mae Flood Parrish, died Jan. 24, 1987.
One son, L.C. Parrish, and one grandchild also preceded him in
death.
Born Aug. 25, 1905. in Calloway County. he was the son of
the late Pink Parrish and Minnie Hunt Parrish. He was a member of Dexter Baptist Church.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Virginia Louise James,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie Pearl Irvin, Polo, III., Mrs. Debris Ann
Darnell and husband. Jerry, Hardin, and Mrs. Linda Sue Conner
and husband. Howard, and Mrs. Eva Housden, Dexter; one sister, Mrs. Lois Elkins, and two brothers, Fred Pritchett and wife,
Gwenlyn, and Harvey Pritchett and wife, R.E., Dexter; 14
grandchildren; 25 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Glen Cope and the
Rev. P3U1 Bogard will officiate. Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).

The funeral for Keith G. Fry is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Mark Welch
is officiating.
Pallbearers are Jack Marvin. Jackie Wood. Owen Anderson,
Jerry Sheppherd, Bobby Locke and Charlie Beane. Burial will
follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Mr. Fry, 57, Rt. 1, Almo, died Sunday at 3:39 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jcane Evans Fry; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Jeanc Osmun and husband, Fred, Freedon, N.Y.; four sons, William R. Fry and wife, Amanda,
Graves County, Robert R. Fry and wife, Jo Anna, Steven Paul
Fry and wife, Angela, and Ronald R. Fry, all of Rt. 1, Alm;
three sisters, Ms. Florence Fry, Olean, N.Y., Mrs. Betsy Kellogg and husband, Jerry, Michias, N.Y., and Mrs. Nancy White
and husband, LaVeme, Cuba, N.Y.; two brothers, Richard E.
Fry and wife, Elaine, and Robert Fry and wife, Barbara, all of
Medina, N.Y.; six grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Ruth Harrison Bowerman
Mrs. Ruth Harrison Bowerman, 64, Hardin, died Monday at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Olive United Methodist Church.
Born May 12, 1929, in Kentucky, she was the daughter of
Pauline Turner Harrison and the late Robert Harrison.
Survivors include her husband, Charles (Chuck) Bowerman;
one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Sue Norwood, one son, Ronnie
Bowerman, and her mother, Mrs. Pauline Harrison, all of Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Linda Odom and husband, Bobby, Benton;
one brother, James Robert Harrison and wife, Janette, Hardin;
three grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Eulas Greer and the Rev.
Dean Emerson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Larry Wheeler
Graveside rites for Larry Wheeler are today at 2 p.m. at
Clinton City Cemetery. The Rev. Carey Puckett is officiating.
Military rites will be by American Legion Post 26.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Scott M. Nall Golf Scholarship Fund, c/o
Mayfield High School, 700 Doythitt St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Mr. Wheeler, 55, Winter Park, Fla., formerly of Mayfield,
died Saturday at Livingston Regional Hospital, Livington. Tenn.
His death was from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident.
Survivors include two sons, Russ Wheeler, Winter Park, Fla.,
and Greg Wheeler, Auburn, Ala.; one sister, Mrs. Joan Mills,
Clinton; several aunts and uncles; four great-nieces.

Sandra Anderson (seated) an adult student at Murray State University, has
been awarded the Sherman V.N. Kent Memorial Scholarship for the 1993-94
academic year. The $600 scholarship was awarded by Alpha Sigma Lambda
Adult Education Foundation. Alpha Sigma Lambda a national honor society
for adult students, has over 170 collegiate chapters and recognizes superior
scholarship and leadership in adult students. Anderson is president of
Murray State's chapter which was established in 1990 and is sponsored by
the COMM for Continuing Education and Ac.adernic Outreach. A junior
elementary education major,she has a perfect 4.0 grade point average.She is
married to Larry Anderson, MSU campus safety coordinator, and they have
five children. Their oldest daughter Is also a student at Murray State. Pictured
with Anderson are (standing, from left) Dr. Vi Miler, dean of the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach; Dr. Lewis Bossing,chairman
of the department of elementary and secondary education; and Dr. Janice
Weaver, dean of the college of education.

Stock Market Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.
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Mrs. Dorothy Clark Goetz
Mrs. Dorothy Clark Goetz, 69, of Hawthorne Drive, Owensboro. died Monday at Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital there.
Onc brother, Joseph Clark, died in 1988. Born in Davicss
County, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Claude Clark
and Mary Frances Bellew Clark.
Survivors include her husband, Lawrence N. Goetz; two
daughters, Ms. Barbara Owens, Murray, and Mrs. Beth Boothe
and husband, Barney, Owensboro; two sons, Lawrence Goetz
and Andrew C. Goetz, Owensboro; five grandchildren.
Also surviving are seven sisters, Mrs. Virginia Ballard and
Ms. Mildred Clark, Owensboro, Mrs. Frances Hayden, Sorgho,
Mrs. Ruth Webster, Mrs. Rosemary Moore and Mrs. Carolyn
Clark Randall, Louisville, and Mrs. Margaret Beyke, Whitesville:
four brothers, Bernard Clark and Paul Clark, Louisville, and
Tom Clark and Tony Clark, Owensboro.
Services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Our Lady of Lourdes Church, Owensboro, where she was a member.
Burial will follow in Resurrection Cemetery with arrangements
by Glenn Funeral Home, Owensboro, where friends may call.
Prayers will be said tonight at 6 p.m. at the funeral home.

Mrs. Jessie Woodall Jackson
Final rites for Mrs. Jessie Woodall Jackson were Monday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Dean Emerson officiated. Music was by Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church Choir with Donald Cleaver as director
and Dorothy Warren as pianist.
Pallbearers were Ron Morgan, Steve Jackson, Wayne Jackson,
Donnie Hudson, Charles Watkins and Jim Ellis. Burial was in
Stewart Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson, 78, Dexter, died Saturday at 3:25 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include one daughter, - Mrs. -Doris Jean Watkins and
husband, Joe, Dexter; two sons, Willie Franklin Jackson and
wife, Martha, Murray, and James Ronald Jackson and wife, Linda, Reidland; two sisters, Mrs. Eugenia Hopkins and Mrs. May
Denny, Dexter; nine grandchildren, Charles Watkins and wife,
Linda, Camden, Tenn., Carla Hudson and husband, Donnie,
Dexter, Wanda Tucker and Chandra Britt and husband, Trey,
Murray, Karen Clendenning and husband, Gary, Oklahoma, Wayne Jackson and wife Kelly, Lexington, Lisa Ellis and husband,
Jim, and Laura Morgan and husband, Ron, Paducah, and Steven
Jackson, Rcidland; six great-grandchildren; four great-greatgrandchildren.

Members of the Buford Hurt Memorial building committee are shown
with the plaque that was added during the rededication. They are, from
left, Aubrey (Red) Willoughby, Allen Rose (chairman), and Harold Douglas. Those on the building committee not In the photo include T.C.
Collie. The late Ralph McCuiston was also a member of the building
committee. The building was rededicated at a ceremony, but the plaque
was not ready until this time. The building is named in honor of Buford
Hurt, a former state manager of Woodmen of the World and community
leader.
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Expo to host
Pony Pull
The Sportsman Pulling Association will sponsor a Pony Pull Oct.23
at the West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi and Missouri will be represented as pullers are expected to bring
approximately 40 teams to the Expo
for this year's annual event.
Pulling action begins at noon and
admission is S3.00. Participants
may begin weigh-in at 7 a.m.
The Expo Center is located one
mile west of the Murray State
University campus on College Farm
Road. Additional information may
be received from Rita Dame, Route
1, Box 140,Slaughters, K y.,42456:
or call the EXPO Center at (502)
762-3125.

Continuing A Tradition
Of Excellence.
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Does your Hearing Loss
leave you feeling left out?
"Since 1947, Miller Funeral Homes has served the
families of Murray and Calloway County. We are proud
to offer courteous and dignified services, professional
personnel and quality facilities and equipment. Miller
Funeral Homes will continue it's tradition of excellence
and commitment to those we serve."
-Dwane Jones, Manager
Miller Funeral Homes Family Includes Howard D Mathis. Licensed
Funeral Director & Embalmer. Tommy Walker. Licensed Funeral
Director & Embalmer. Thelma Miller. Licensed Funeral Director.
Rickey Garland. Apprenbce. Gene Miller Assistant

-

MILLER

DWANE JONES

FUNERAL HOMES

FOR

CALLOWAY CO.
CORONER
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GENERAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 2. 1999
Graduate of
Ky. Coroner's School
at Eastern Ky. Univ.
Patel lor by Dwane Ames

Let us help you join the fun...
Call today for your FREE Test!
Call For
Appointment

Stone-Lang

753-8055

HParIng Aid Cpntor

206 South 4th

311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4612
We stand on

the strength of our service
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